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TODAY:
Cloudy,
chance of
rain, snow.
High, 40s.
SATURDAY: Light rain
or snow. High, 35 to 40.
SUNDAY: Dry. High,
low 40s. Low, mid 20s.
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Safety tips

Paul Shahan,
Murray State
alumnus, professor and
composer, died
Monday. Shahan
was best known for his
musical arrangements for
Campus Lights and other
special events.
Seepage 2

OpEd
Scott Bailey,
graduate student from
jonesborough,
Tenn .• writes
that students
should be wary of what he
sees as a kind of "voluntary
segregation" on campus.
Seepage

5

Our \f7orld
Despite the Generation X
idea of being one's self,
women are flocking to surgeons across the country to
perlect all par ts o f their bodies. Thus, plastic surgery,
including breast implants and
breast reductions, are rapidly
becoming a trend among
American women.
Seepage

6

Collegelfle
Eating disorders among
college students may be
more common
than you think,
especially among women.
But there is hope. Eating disorders can be overcome
with help.
Seepage

9

Sp orts
The Murray
State
University
Crew Team
participated
in UT-Chattanooga's indoor
rowing championship last
weekend, bringing the firstyear team some unexpected
attention.
Seepage

14
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Although recent acu of violent
crimes on campus have some concerned, a few basic precautions can
be taken to protect oneself.

• Avoid walking alone at
night. and walk only In
well-lit·areas.

• If you must remain in a
campus building after
closing time. make an
effort to have someone
stay with you.

Attacks unsolved

•Safety: Three attacks in
two weeks has public safety
baffled and strengthening
measures to keep campus
safe.
BY )AKE BURGESS
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

In 1994 "Private College, A
Student's Guide in Safety,"
stated that Murray State
University was located in the
11th safest community in the
• Make certain that your
nation. However, recent occurroom/apartment 1s
rences have made this statistic
locked at all times.
seem invalid.
•On Jan. 21, a female stu• If you see a crime call
dent was attacked while leavPublic Safety at 762 _ 2222.
ing the Special Education
Parking Lot. According to
You may remain anonymous. police records, she was grabbed
'-s_o_ur_c_e:_S_tu_d_e_nt_H_a_n_d_bo_o_k_ _ _---J by the wrist and shoved against
Jon Lowry/Graphics Manager her vehicle by an attacker who

Election
draws
nearer

fled when she activated her
personal alarm system- a battery operated device which
emits a piercing sound.
• Eleven days later, the same
student was attacked again in
the third row of the White
College parking lot on Payne
Street, police records show. The
area is directly beneath a light.
Police say the woman was
thrown to the ground by the
attacker, who sat on her chest
while making·some remarks to
her. The report did not specify
the nature of the remarks.
Again the student activated
her personal alarm system and
the attacker fled.
According to a Public Safety
report, the attacker was a 6
foot, white male with brown
hair and an athletic build. He
was wearing a blue Nike hat,

blue winter coat and a white face , as well as a scraped knee.
sweat shirt.·
Green said the attacker was
"I think in the case of the wearing a toboggan and a coat
young lady who was attacked but that no further description
twice - if she bad used the was available.
Emergency technicians treatescort service, I don't think the
second situation would have ed the woman at the scene.
ever happened," said Joe
'"We have three or four names
Green, associate director of in this case, and we have not
Public Safety.
eliminated all the names on the
• On Jan. 30, a female resi- list, but I don't think we have
dent of Hart College was anything really good to go on
attacked by an unknown right now," Green said.
Green added that. the attackassailant as she exited the east
doors of Hart College.
er may be a student but that he
The student was grabbed as does not have proof of it.
she approached the stairway by
Public Safety is now investian attacker wielding a sharp gating all three attacks.
object believed to be a razor.
"First thing we ask is do you
The woman freed herself, and have any enemies or somebody
the attacker fled north toward that would do that to you,"
College Courts.
Green said.
The student suffered numerous, shallow, clean cuts to her
Pie~ see AnACKS/18

Dance Fever

-student Goventment:
Students have a little less
than two months to file for
an SGA office.
Bv )ASON YATES
STAFF Warna

As Bill Clinton prepares to
tackle his second term as
President of the United States,
Murray State students may
think they have heard the last
of political chatter for a while.
However, with Student
Government Association elections on the ,.--------,
horizon, politics will once
again become a
hot topic on
ELECTION
campus.
The outcome COUNTDOWN
of the SGA
L..-----'
elections have
n direct impact on the academic, fmancial and social aspects
of all Murray State students.
All students are encouraged to
get involved either by voting
on election day or running for
an office themselves.
Some positions available
include SGA president, vice
president, treasurer, secre·
tary, all senate chairs for acad·
emic colleges and senators atlarge. Applications are due in
the SGA office by noon
Tuesday, March 25.
The elections will take place
on April 8-9, though specific
voting times have yet to be
announced.
To be eligible for a SGA position, a person must be a fulltime student at Murray State
and maintain a 2.0 grade point

$if

Please see ELECTIONS/IS

Chris Weatherly/Staff

A.j . Triano, junior from Ewing, Ill., and Tandy King, se nior
from Elkton, rehearse in their dance, theater and p erfo r-

'

m ance class for the upco ming Spring Dance Concert,
which will take place April I 7 through 19.

Observance has own history
•History: Black History
Month dates back to 1926
and has its roots in a week
observing
African
American achievements.
BY jASON YATES
STAff WRITER

The month of February is
often associated with such
familiar icons as the groundhog
that predicts the next six weeks
of weather and Cupid, who
spreads love with his arrows.

But
more
importantly, the births of two prominent
February is Black History personalities who had great
Month, which celebrates the impact on black historyachievements and contribu- Frederick Douglas, born Feb. 7,
tions of African Americans in 1817, and Abraham Lincoln,
the United States.
hom Feb. 12, 1809.
February observances of
Negro History Week's intent
African American history was not only to increase the
began in 1926 when Carter G. knowledge of black history in
Woodson
founded
Negro black communities but also to
History Week.
spread the issue to American
Woodson, commonly referred society as a whole. Woodson
to as "the father of black histo- believed
that
African
ry", chose the second week in Americans would be considered
February because it contained integral to society if their con-

RELATED STORY
PAGE

12

tributions were known.
By 1930, the week bud
become an elaborate affair in
the nation's capital. Public programs and events drew thousands of citizens to help celebrate black history.
In 1976, during the nation's
bicentennial, the week was
expanded to National Black
Please see

HISTORY/18

Classes growing too large some faculty say
insufficient to meet the demands of the rising number
However, James Booth, provost and vice president of
•Enrollment: One of Murray State 1s best of
students. Likewise, they say, the solution is to hire academic affairs, says the student to faculty ratio is
recruiting points, a low student to faculty ratio, additional instructors.
relatively unchanged.
is being threatened, some say.
"The overall ratio still remains low," Booth said. "It's
Currently, the student to faculty ratio is approxiBY BRIAN HENSON
ST'AFF W11m

At the same time recruiters are working to make
Murray State University one of the state's fastest
growing institutions, a number of faculty are questioning the prudence of growing too quickly.
The problem, these faculty claim, is that the number
of instructors currently employed by"the University is

(

mately sixteen to one, according to University officials.
However, some faculty teach far more than 16.
"In some cases, there are nearly 60 students per faculty member," said James Stuart, professor of biological science. Stuart was one of the group who ques:tioned the ratio earlier in the academic year.
"I think we're selling ourselves at 15 to 20 students
per faculty member. In biology, we are four to seven
faculty short across the University by average."

still the lowest in the state. We want to protect that
ratio."
In protecting the faculty to student ratio, Booth
noted that five new positions were added in academic
affairs last year and that money was added to academic lines to hire assistant professors.
Yet, Stuart, who does not believe any significant
changes are forthcoming, said: "fm not going to hold
my breath waiting for those changes to be made."

New-s
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News Briefs
PR workshop
available Tuesdays
"Getting the Word Out,"
a four-session class on
public relations techniques
for clubs, organizations,
churches and non-profit
groups, will meet Tuesday
evenings from 6 to 9 p.m.,
Feb. I 0 through March 3.
Instructor Joe Hedges will
discuss how to pitch feature story ideas, how to
plan events, avoiding common errors and surviving a
crisis.
The registration fee is
$40; however, two or
more individuals from the
same organization will
receive a $5 per person
cost reduction. To register,
contact MSU's Office of
Community
Education,
Room
207,
Collins
Industry and Technology
Center, or call 762-2160
or 1-800-669-7654.

University offers
Spanish class
Western Kentucky continues to welcome more
Mexican agricultural workers into its communities,
several area farmers have
expressed an interest in
learning spoken Spanish.
Beginning Feb. 15, conversational Spanish is scheduled for Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 7 to 9 p.m.
in MSU's Faculty Hall. This
non-credit course will run
through April 17.
Conversational Spanish
will be taught by two MSU
faculty and native Spanish
speakers. For more information or to register for
Conversational Spanish,
contact MSU's Office of
Community Education at
762-2160.

Truck Pull at Expo
Center t his weekend
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The Outlaw National
Championship Tractor and
Truck Pull and Battle of the
Monster Trucks will be
presented Friday and
Saturday Feb. 7 and 8 at
the Western Kentucky
Expo Center beginning at
7:30 p.m. each night.
Contestants from
I0
states will be competing
for a large purse an~
national
championship
points.
Advance tickets are
available at the Expo
Center, as well as D&W
Auto Parts in Murray,
Mayfield and Benton and
Custom Automotive in
Calvert City. Admission is
$I 2 for adults and $6 for
children. Adult tickets purchased at the gate will be
$14 and children's tickets
$7. For additional information,
call
Wood
Communications/Cellpage
Paging at I -800-489-4792
or the Expo Center at
762-3125.

Compiled by Katie Thomas,

staff.
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Former music professor dies
•Faculty: Paul Shahan,
noted professor, conductor,
and composer died Sunday
morning. He was 74 years
old.
BY AMY PONDER
SENIOR STAff WRITER

VVhen the curtains rose
Sunday for the 60th annual
Campus Lights production, an
integral player in the student
performance's history was present only in the hearts of many
spectators.
Paul W. Shahan, Murray
State professor emeritus, 74,
died in his sleep at 6:15 a.m.
Sunday morning in his home in
Murray. The noted musician
wrote many works for "Campus
Lights" throughout his career
at Murray State.

CeremOny
moves
inside
-commencement:
Due to the possibility of
bad weather, commencement ceremonies have been
moved back to Racer Arena
from the Quadrangle.
Bv

C.O. BRADLEY

ShahaJl joined the University
in 1957 as director of bands and
teacher of theory-composition
and brass instruments. He
served as coordinator of Fine
Arts and Communication graduate degree programs and
became assistant dean of the
college, a position be served
until his retirement in 1988.
As director of bands at
Murray State, Shahan established the Wind Sinfonieta,
conducted the Symphonic
Band, Pep Band, and directed
the Marching Thoroughbred
Band from 1957 to 1970.
He was known as a guest conductor and served as Chair of
the Quad State Band Festival.
Members of the local community knew Shahan for his work
as director of choirs at the First
United Methodist Church, and
for community service with the

Patience

Paul
Shahan:

College
Band
Directors
National Association, and was
Professor emerian active member of the
tus composed
American Society of Composers
many pieces of
and Publishers.
music for campus
The Grafton, W. Va., native
events, most
held
degrees from Fairmont
notably Campus
State
College, West Virginia
Lights.
University,
and . George
Peabody
College.
He completed
Boy Scouts of America and
advanced study and was
youth baseball organizations.
awarded a teaching fellowship
However,
his
expertise
at The Eastman School of
extended far beyond his tenure Music.
at Murray. He was the first
His composition and conductAmerican composer to receive ing studies were with Howard
the Thor Johnson Award for Hanson Roy Harris, Bernard
outstanding composition tv.-ice. Rogers, Kent Kennan, and
In i952, his piece "Spectrums" Weldon Hart.
captured the award, and in
The recipient of many acade1955 the award was presented mic honors. Shahan was electfor "Leipzig Towers."
ed to Who's Who Among
Shahan also served three Students in American Colleges
terms as Chairman of the and Universities. He was presiKentucky Division of the dent of the student body at

Pogue Library
gets new look
•Facilities:
Pogue
Library's legal resources
area is undergoing a
facelift provided by a private donor.
B Y JAKE B URGESS
AsSISTANT NEWS EOITOtt

NEWS EDITOR AND

Bv jENNIFER SACHARNOSKI
VIEWPOINT EDITOR

Fairmont State College, and a
basketball letterman.
Previous to his work at
Murray State, he had served as·
supervisor of music to the
Taylor County schools. He was
also a staff arranger at WSM
radio-TV in Nashville, and editor for the American Music
Press.
The musician was tied to the
community through many commissioned works, including
pieces written for university
presidential inaugurations and
dedications.
By students, faculty and
friends, the musician will be
remembered for his most recent
fanfare for brass and percussion. The work premiered in
the December rededication of
the University's Fine Arts
Building. It was titled ..A New
Beginning."

The Legal Resources section
of Pogue Library is going
through a renovation paid for
with private funds.
The renovation of the legal
Resources started in October
with facilities management
doing must of the work. The
electrical department is working on the light fixtures,
painting and carpenters.
The only item of the renovation that is being contracted
to an outside company was to
put in the carpet.
The original plan for the
legal resources was to put in
ceiling, but after deciding
that it would be be, "claustrophobic,' they decided to just
put in new hanging lights and
painted it.
The plan also calls for taking a brake room and tl!ming
it into a reading room.
Yeatts said that the original
plan called for the renovation

After last year's formal
preparation for an outdoor
commencement, the May 1997
commencement will be held,
once again, in Racer Arena.
Last year, the commencement was scheduled to take
place in the Quadrangle, however, because of inclement
weather it was moved indoors.
This year no chances are being
taken with the weather.
Barbara Rose, administrative assistant in the provost
office, is in charge of the event.
She said the ceremony is being
moved indoors because of
unpredictability of spring
weather in the region.
"We like having it outdoors
but with the rain we had to
move the entire ceremony
indoors last year about an
hour before the students were
to begin arriving," she said.
Danny VoweiVVisual Editor .
"We spent so much time planA student waits patiently in the Speech
ning it for outside, but it was
Communication
and Theatre lobby in Wilson Hall for
ruined by the weather."
her
class
to
begin.
Rose said 5500 to 6000 spectators attend the ceremony,
and last year the Arena seating was full with additional
people standing around the
rim. Racer Arena's capacity is
5500.
In a Murray State News f
''We went to Wa1-Mart, and slid under their doors Dec. 10.
story last May, Rose cited sev- •Facilities: Power outage tried to keep busy all day," said
Although many residents
eral reasons for moving the over break irks some College Anderson, a non-traditional remember receiving the notes,
ceremony outside.
Court residents.
student, "We also tried to sleep Faye Cunningham and Patricia
"Racer Arena was not large
Devinney, both senior social
in."
BY TONY SMITH
enough; we had it filled to
work majors, did not recall seeThe
outage
was
a
result
of
capacity," she said. "Racer REPORTER
work
done
on
a
major
junction
ing
the notes before Dec. 21.
Arena is not air conditioned,
Hall
Director Tad Mott was to
Terry
Anderson
and
her
fambox
on
campus.
and the sound system is less
inform
ily
found
themselves
in
a
dilem·
"'We
tried
to
pick
a
day
when
the residents at a meetthan desirable."
ing
in
the Community Center
most
ma
Dec.
30.
students
would
be
gone,"
Rose said those criticisms
Anderson
was
one
of
more
said
ASsociate
J
.
David
Wilson
the outage. but no one
prior
to
are still valid, but they really
Director
of
Housing.
came.
than
100
residents
of
College
had no other choice.
"We advertised the meeting
Residents were informed of
"Because of the weather, it's Courts Apartments affected by
with
sidewalk chalk.," Mott
a
planned
power
outage.
the
outage
with
notes
posted
or
just so unpredictable."

to be already, but with
Murray State workers doing
all the work in the library
and still doing their other
work that it has taken a
while. He hopes it will be
done within two or three
'
weeks.
He also said that about oneor-two workers in their a day.
Yeatts said that the reason
for having facility management for doing all the work is
to keep the price down.
Their are two phases to the
renovation of the libr ary. The
first phase is to work with the
book shelves and stacks and
to replace the light fixtures
there.
The second phase is t.o add
a reading room that could
double as a conference room.
The space for it has already
been set aside to begin construction.
Some time in the future, a
reading room that could used
as be small conference room
will be built, said Yeatts.
Neither Tom
Denton,
Interim Vice President of
Administrative Services, nor
Kern Alexander, University
President, could be reached
for comment.

Court residents in the dark
said. "We would have (talked
about the outage), but nobody
showed up to the meeting."
This is not the first time that
College Courts has experienced
a planned power outage according to College Courts resident
Mark Manners.
"This happened over the summer when they were working
on the cafeteria."
Wilson also noted that an outage occurred two years ago, and
the date had to be changed.

New community classes offer change of pace
•Education: Center for
Continuing Education will
be offering non-credit community education courses
this spring.
BY SHELLEY STREET
STAFF WRITER

Does school seem like an end·
less list of general education
requirements? Wonder when
you're going to learn the fun
stuff? Why not get a jump start
on learning the things most college courses never teach you?
The Center for Continuing

Education has announced its ence with a computer of any range from a minimum of $40
spring line-up of community kind.
to a maximum of $200. Griffin
education cour~es. These are
"We've always offered com- said the reason for the variaevening courses offered to the puting courses with one or tion in prices is the amount
another type of software, but and expense of equipment
public on a non-credit basis.
John Griffin, coordinator of · this year, we're offering one needed for the individual
community education, said the just on the 'how tos' of comput- courses.
Most courses will be taught
center will offer three new ing," Griffin said.
Several courses which have in the Collins Center for
courses this spring. These
include a scrapbook seminar, a proven popular in the past will Industry and Technology.
People come from all over the
beginning computing course be returning this spring. These
and a class designed for organi- classes include an Internet and area to take these classes, not
zations to improve their public e-mail workshop as well as in just from the local community.
calligraphy and investment
"A couple of years ago we
relations techniques. ·
offered a Russian course and
The new computer course opportunities.
may be especially useful to
The registration fee for each had a van load of people come
or
those with ·little or no experi· class is different. The prices down from Paducah,

ex

seven people every week,"
Griffin said.
The people who take these
courses range from business
people interested in learning
computer skills for the work·
place to special education
majors who wish to learn sign
language, according to Griffin.
Anyone interested in learning more about the community
education courses can contact
the University's Office of
Community Education at 762·
2160 or toll free outside of
Callovray County at 1-800-669765-f.

't
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Cheating gets students nowhere
Bv

j OHN

K.

MOORE

REPORTER

It's 1 a.m. and the HUM 202 paper
you've dreaded all semester is due at 8:30.
You're sitting at your computer trying to
write something meaningful, but it's not
happening. After another hour, the coffee's
gone and so is your patience. You dial-up
your Internet server. download a philosophy paper from a web site, and crash until
class.
One week later, you get your paper back
with an "E" on it and a note to see the
instructor after class. You're not alone.
Another person turned in the same paper
and also waits by the instructor's office.
Both of you nre infonned that you have
failed the course because of cheating.
Cheating, or academic dishonesty, covers
more than just copying a paper or turning
in someone else's work as your own.
According to the Murray State catalog,
"This includes the use of unauthorized
books, notebooks, or other sources in order
to secure help during an examination, the
unauthorized copying of examinations,
assignments, reports. or term papers, or
the presentation of unacknowledged work
as if it were the student's own work."
This policy was amended by the Board
of Regents in '1993, along with other stu-

dent life policies, according to Mike Young, assistant to the Vice-President
for Student Affairs.
All items mentioned in
the University definition
Maklng The of academic dishonesty
Grade
are useful tools for learning, when proper credit to
the original author is given. The same is
true of the Internet. The only difference
between using any of those sources properly and passing a course, or failing a course
because of cheating, is abuse.
A graduate student from Madisonville
said she felt the policy was easy to understand and had received copies of it in
almost every course she had taken.
..Do your own work and make your own
grades is the best thing to do," she said.
"Sure, the temptation to cheat, especially
with many web sites offering papers or
essays, is there, but is it really worth the
risk of failing a course or getting kicked
out of school?"
"I've cheated before and not been
caught," a sophomore from Murray said. "I
,.don't think the teacher even read the
papers everyone turned in. Besides, not
that many people get caught anyway." ~
While many instructors on campus opt to
fail a student f9r cheating on a test, or pla-
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giarizing, others send the student to the
Student Affairs office for judicial action.
Young said the policy has been very
effective and cases related to academic dishonesty have come up for judicial action
frequently, although they are not publicized.
Even though each case is not splashed
across the front page does not mean students haven't noticed any changes.
One senior from Louisville noted several
changes over the past four years here.
"... instructors don't return papers and
tests like they used to and fraternity 'test
files' aren't as popular as they once were,"
he said, "It used to be that you could find
someone on campus who would have an old
test to study from, but a lot of teachers
pick them back up after you look at them.
Studying from old tests isn't cheating, but
it can make learning easier."
"The policies in the Student Life
Handbook are set up to be easy to read and
understand," Young said. "They're designed
with the student in mind and to give them
guidelines for taking responsibility for their
own academic success. Ignorance is not an
excuse for being held accountable."
"Having fun, learning and making
friends arc what college life is about to
me," said a second semester freshman
from Tennessee. "Cheating isn't worth it."

Police/3ea/
j anuary 30
9:58 p.m. A female student was
attacked by an assailant on the east side
of Hart College.. See page one for details.

January 31
3:06 a.m. Benjamin T. Belden was
charged with alcohol intoxication and
lodged in the Calloway County
Detention Center.
9:57 p.m . Elijah G. Lossner was
charged with drinking alcohol In a public
place and possession of alcohol by a
minor. He was found on the third floor
of Hart Colleie and lodged In the
411oway County Detention Center.
I I :25 p.m. Jared K. Riddle and Brock
W . jones were both charged with possession of alcohol by a minor behind
University Tire. Ordered to apperar in
Calloway District Court.

February I
3:03 a.m. Brain L Craig was arrested
for OUt and operating a vehicle on a sus·
pended license. This was his second OUt
offense. He was lodged In Calloway
County Detention center.
3:55 a.m. The Calloway County
Detention Center reported the following arrests: Robert Kimani, Thomas Ellis
and Chad Payne, all DUI's.
I 0:57 p.m. Female student reported
being grabbed and thrown to the ground
by a man in White College parking lot..
See page one for details.

February 1
I :35 a.m . Corey D. Walker was
charged with possession of alcoholic

beverages by a minor in Richmond
College.

February l
9:5-4 a.m. Saowalvk Kittisirprasert
reported the theft of her book bag from
the lobby of the Business Building. Book
bag and itS contentS were worth $130.
3:51 p.m. Hart College reponed the
smell of manjuana on the seventh floor.
Patricia L. Caudill was charged with possession of marijuana. less than eight
ounces, and possession of drug paraphernalia. She was cited to appear in
District Court on February 17.
9:58 p.m . Report of bottle rockets
being fired from Hart College on the
north stairwell. Nothing found.

February <t
7:4 7 L m . A contractor In Blackburn
Science Building cut wires in the fire
alarm system setting off the alarm. OK.

February 5
12: 12 a.m. Regents College reported
the smell of marijuana on the eighth
floor. Nothing was found.
9:37 p.m . Rick Grogan reported theft
of a cellular phone from the office area
in Lovett Auditorium.
II :37 p.m . Lumomba K. ldlette was
charged with operadng a vehicle on a
suspended license after a traffic stop.

..

Information (or Polke 8eot wos gathered
ond compiled by joke Burgess. assistant
news ed1tor, from moterlols available to the
PubfiC Safety office.

SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Just 1 Block from MSU Dorms
Monday-Saturday 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

753-0113

Your ALPINE + CLARION + ROCKFORD FOSGATE
Car Stereo Specialist-Custom Installation

~
- '

clarion ~

/..m¥/I...RE.

$2 off any Compact Disc
$1 off any Cassette Tape
Coupon gOOd towards purchase of regular priced merchandise only, not
valid with single or used products, other specials. discounts or offers.
Expires 2114197

I,/\./ ~·,f ~1 .~·c .;
1623 Highway 121 No r t h · M urray, Ken t ucky 42071
5 0 2 ·753·880 2 · Fax: 5 0 2·753·73 1 4
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College v'ieU,.'S

Q•

What is you opinion of

the O.J. Simpson civil trial?

Name: laura
Wilson

..,
.

Major: Nursing
Year: Sophomore
Hometown:
Charleston, Mo.

'. "I think he
should have
been convicted the first time
around!'

..
j

Undeclared
Year: Freshman

.

Last spring many preparations were made to hold
the commencement ceremonies in the Quadrangle.
However due to inclement
weather the event was
moved into Racer Arena.
Money was spent on stage
set-up, rental chairs and an
improved sound system.
With all those costs considered it is just not economical to give it one more try.
An outdoor commencement has many advantages

Plus, it can get very stuffy
indoors without air-conditioning, and the sound sysIssue:
tem leaves much to be
Commencement will be held in
desired.
Racer Arena
Also, the atmosphere outPosition:
side is much better than
Even considering the weather,
what is possible inside
outside commencement is worth
Racer Arena.
trying.
Obviously, weather can be
over the dreary Race Arena. a big risk at that time of
First the amount of space year. Admitting that, we
available is obviously better still think the advantages of
outside; the Arena can only being outside outweigh the
hold 5,500 people.
disadvantages.

Major:

Hometown:
Paris, Tenn.
"I wasn't there
so I don't know if he did it or
not. I think the whole 'thing is

highly ovef'\opublicized"
Name: Marlena
Swinford
Major: Chemistry
Year: Senior

Hometown:
Paducah

"There is only
one person who
knows if he's guilty and one
day he'll have to answer!'

Name: Heather

... ,.
\,I

I
I

..

,,,

t

Hadaway
Major: Outdoor
rec./ Wildlife bio.
Year: Senior

Hometown:
Panama City, Fla.

., I try to stay
clear of that kind of stuff."
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Name: Kim
Geary

Major: Creative
1}..

•"

.,,

'•:•···
<

-

t
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~J

writing
Year: Junior
Henderson

"I was hoping
that he would get off the TV."
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Crime rises with population
Murray State University is
one of the safest campuses
in the nation. However, not a
week goes by without
rumors of drug busts and
attacks. Somtimes it sounds
like the news of a huge
metropolis.
How can
this be?
Since 1994, Murray State
University has increased
enrollment by over 400 students. The recruiting efforts
were very effective, but no
planning was made to compensaite for the influx of
people.
VVherever there are more
people there will be more

Ourl~'ieLo

Issue:
Crime and drugs are on a rise.

Position:
Failure to properly prepare for
an increase in student population
leaves the campus suseptible to
crime.

crime. No great saftey measures were taken to protect
the additional students.
Despite increased student
population, there have been
no additional Racer Patrolmen hired in the past four
years. Fourteen people
patrolling our campus does

My View
AMY

PONDER

Team-building,
challenges,
teach lessons
After spending last weekend in the
wilderness, literally crawling around in
trees, I have returned to civilization with
more than some crazy rash on my neck.
The Summer '0' Counselors re<:entJy completed several team-building activities at
Mack Morris Boy Scout Camp in Camden,
Tenn. The camp offers rope-course training
called C.O.P.E. (Challenging Outdoor Personal Experience.) ·
While it's impossible to convey the experiences shared during the camp, the weekend
stressed ideas which can be applied to each
of our everyday lives.
To many of us, the camp instructors were
strangers when we arrived on Friday night.
However., by Saturday evening, they too
became well-respected friends. Respect for
. the counselors developed through challenges they presented, followed by the support they offered to help us be our very best.
The first challenge they presented when
we arrived on Friday was, "push yourself to
go as far as you can go (on the courses), and
take one more step."
While this sounds logical as you sit reading this paper, it's not quite so easy when
you're 40 foot in the air with a single cable
wire beneath your feet!
The experience showed me how easy it is
to give up before our potential is achieved,
and how little we have to fear when we put
our confidence .i n others. Also, I came to
realize that those people I truly respect are
thoee who have presented me witq the
biggest challenges throughout my life.
The weekend taught me to quit ~ooking for
things in life and just let them happen. I
encountered friendships I didn't know I
needed, and pieces of myself I didn't know I
was missing.
I can't convey the feelings of seeing new
friends accomplish goals, and I can't share
the humor of the downstairs crew (you
should probably be grateful for that), but I
can try to pass on the encouragement I
received throughout the weekend.
Look at your life. Think about the people
who challenge you, - then thank them for
those challenges. Smile more at the
strangers you meet on campus...just maybe
you have a great deal in common. Laugh
more, and always push yourself as far as
you can go, and then ...take that extra step!

not offer enough security.
Quite often their job description requires them to browse
the library looking for booksnatchers, or stroll through
Carr Health instead of
watching over dark corners
of campus.
Crime rates will continue
to escalate until we realize
that it is a problem and we
decide to act responsibly
about it.
It takes money to get more
security, but we need the
protection.
Murray State is growing
and the University must be Amy Ponder is a Senior Staff Writer for The
prepared to handle it.
Murray State News.

Hometown:
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Hold ceremony outside

Name: Joel
Moore

The Murray State News

The Murray State News is prepared
and edited by students under the advisership of Joe Hedges. Opinions expressed
are those of the ed1tors and other signed
writers. These opinions do not necessari·
ly represent the view of journalism faculty
or the Universtty. This is an official publi·
cation of Murray State University.

Your V'leLvs
Student endorses
Greek system

can be more productive citizens. There
are a lot of people that would agree
with me on this. All but two U.S. presidents since 1825 would agree with
me. Approximately 80 percent of the
top executives of Fortune 500 compariies would agree. I could go on and on
with statistics, but my point is made
Greeks are leaders. The people who
run American universities and businesses would agree that being Greek
helps a person do more with his or her
life. .
Maybe being on a sports team gives
you all the opportunity you need.
Maybe being in other types of organizations gives you the risk you need.
But, how do you know the benefits if
you never even give it a chance? Furthermore, how can you speak of the
disadvantages if you are not Greek.

To the editor:
This letter is in response to s story
in last week's edition titled "Students
Buck the System" in which several
students gave their reasons for not
going Greek.
When I was freshman I thought the
same way. •I looked at Greeks and I
worried that if I became one I would
drink more, lose my self identity, and
have lower grades. Then I woke up
one day, looked around me, and
noticed that many of my friends were
Greek. So I decided to go Kappa Sigma
(at a school in South Carolina-I'm
now on National Student exchange)
And so here I am, a Greek. None of my
fears were proven true. I didn't
become an alcoholic, 1 didn't lose a Brian Black
sense of who I was but instead found Anderson, S.C.
out more about myself I made my
highest grades ever the semester I
pledged-a 3.8. All of my doubts and
fears were proven wrong.
I believe that in order to move forward in life a person has to continually push themselves. What I mean is,
life requires risk. Life often requires To the editor:
us to have an open mind. If we don't
have an open mind, take risks, or go
This letter is in response to Zella
into the unknown, then we are at a Henderson's letter to the editor in the
stalemate. We don't grow. We just Jan.l7tb issue of the Murray State
grow old and die .
News entitled "Homosexuality is a sin
This .is where being Grce~ helps us _against God." As a Christian, I find it
grow during our college years so we prejudiced.
'

Homosexuality not a
sin according to
Bible

..

Ms Henderson supports her claim
that "homosexuality is sin" by quoting
Old Testament scripture referencing
Leviticus 18:22. The Levitican law
which she is speaking of also states
that eating swine is an abomination in
Leviticus 11:7-11. I find it1 strange
that the majority of society will claim
that homosexuality is an abomination
before God and yet eat barbecue.
Could it be possible that their condemnation ofhomosexuality is actually based on their hatred and prejudice
against homosexuals and not the
Bible?
Christians today do not follow the
rules and rituals described in Leviticus. The aforementioned Levitican
laws occur solely in the Holiness Code
of Leviticus, a ritual manual of
Israel's priests.
Their meaning can only be fully
appreciated in the historical and cultural context of the ancient Hebrew
people. It is irrelevant to argue these
Old Testament Laws given the New
Testament of Jesus Christ. Rituals
and rules found in the Old Testament
were given to preserve the distinctive
characteristics of the religion and culture of Israel. But, as stated in Galatians 3:22-35, Christians are no longer
bound by these Jewish laws.
By faith we live in Jesus Christ, not
in Leviticus. Ethical concerns that
were addressed in the Old Testament
were ultimately reflected by Jesus
Christ, who said nothing about homosexuality, but a great deal about love,

justice, mercy, and faith.
Henderson also proclaims that "God
destroyed the cities of Sodom and
Gomorrah because of the sin of homosexuality." A careful look at Scripture
(Genesis 19:1-25) corrects such ignorance. Most importantly, why do all
the other passages of Scripture referring to this account fail to raise the
issue of homosexuality while emphasizing the sins of if\justice and idolatry. (Ezekiel 16:48-50).
Ms. Henderson has obviously taken
scripture out of context to support a
biased opinion of homosexuals. It is
my prayer that God will open the eyes
of individuals who misrepresent Holy
Scripture to support their prejudice
and in some instances hatred of their
neighbors. There is no law in the Bible
against loving someone, but there are
many laws against hatred and bearing
false witness.
Given the silence of homosexuality
in the New Testament we must turn
to the great principles of the Gospel
taught by Jesus Christ, "Love God
with all of your heart, love your neighbor as yourself. Do not judge others,
lest you be judged. The fruit of the
holy spirit is LOVE ... against such
there is no law."
James Boren
Murray

Letters have been edited for
length and content.
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Cosmetic surgery .offers hope
Nobody ever called me names, all they did was
stare. How could they not? I was a 16-year-old
kid with the largest breasts the adolescent high
school boys had ever seen. When I walked down
the hall , I could feel their eyes on me. I was not
just being paranoid.
At the age of 15, my body did some major
maturing. In only two years, I grew from a comfortable B-cup to a bulging DD. Everybody
noticed. I felt abnormal, almost freakish. No one
I knew had developed past a C except for a few
large moms.
Before my new friends came along, I had never
been a core of confidence, but my self esteem was
plummeting further. I only wore baggy clothes,
sweatshirts and sweaters. I avoided the pool like
the plague.
In the back of my mind I knew that I was
referred to as "the girl with the big chest."
Then, just before my 17th birthday, I read an
article in a magazine about a girl who had a
breast reduction. There it was, in print, a cure
for my problem.
When I approached my Mom with the article,
she suggested I try dieting first. This was devastating. Did she think I was fat. too? Now I had a
completely new set of problems to mull over.
Plus, I wasl7. That age brings on many things:
acne, boyfriends, proms and driving, I did not
need to worry about the size of my breasts.
l did not give up hope on the surgery option. I
decided not to push it until after the field hockey season. Then, the deciding factor came in the
mail. My senior pictures had arrived. The

In My ()j)inioll
j ENNIFER
SACHARNOSKI

moment I opened them I stared for a long time,
then I just started to cry. I had never seen
myself looking that big before. I decided it was
time to find a doctor.
I did not really know how to go about it at first.
But, over time I was asking friends of friends if
they knew of any good surgeons in town. Most
people thought I was kidding, or at least they
never believed that I could go through with it.

Worth the pain
On Nov. 16, 1995, I had a reduction mamoplasty, or breast reduction. I went in around
7a.m. and woke up around 2p.m. The pain was
immense. I did not think that the pain could be
worth whatever I was going to feel later on. I
was wrong.
The next morning while I was getting dressed
for the ride home, I put on a shirt I had not been
able to wear in two years. I could see all the way
to the floor. I cried right then and there. I don't
ever remember crying because I was happy

before that moment. I had always seen people
crying because they were happy, but (couldn't
understand them until then.
I went back to school after Thanksgiving vaca·
tion. People noticed. It was not like I had my
hair cut. I had five pounds removed from the
most prominent feature of my body. Even
though a few people snickered (the same guys
who laugh when the health teacher says "sex"),
most people were·very supportive of my decision.
I looked great and I felt great.

that all their comments and little jokes actually hurt. I laughed with them when they giggled
about my bra size, but I didn't mean it.
Another girl laughed too when the obnoxious
boy in the back of the class asked another girl,
"When are you going to develop?" But, I am
sure she went home and took a good look at
herself in the mirror and felt somewhat inferi- ·
or. Even though she knew that his comment
should mean nothing, she didn't feel as good
about herself.
Cosmetic surgery should not be the easy way
out.
But, if a person feels so bad about them self
Normal is comforting
that it overcomes them, then yes, fix the prob·
Most people don't realize how important their lem.
physical appearance is to their mental h'ealth.
If an older woman wants a facelift because
If I had a small chest and it made my so self- wrinkles taunt her each morning, she should
conscious that I dreaded going out, I would do it. Her husband may think she's beautiful
have implants. Especially at the high school anyway, but he should be supportive.
If a man thinks the reason he can't get a date
level, being different can be traumatic. I can't
say that I would suggest that a 16 year-old try is because his nose is just too big, then he
silicone to boost her image, but if a girl was in should consider surgery. It may not get him
a situation like mine, I would give her my sur- Miss America, but the confidence that it could
give is astounding.
geon's card.
My surgery was labeled medical, because of
Cosmetic surgery has a bad reputation. Most
people think it is juat for Hollywood divas to the possible back problems that could have
make them even more beautiful, but that is not occurred, but my problem was not medical. My
the case in todays society. Any woman, or man problem was my image, my self-esteem, and
for that matter, can improve their self confi- my fear of being different. My sutgery did not
dence by utilizing the miracle of surgery.
make me beautiful, but I felt normal and nor·
Before my surgery I felt so insecure. My mal can feel very, very beautiful.
friendt! had perfect little bodies and they could
never understand why I never wore the tight Jennifer Sacharnoski is the viewpoint editor for
shirts that were in style. They never realized the Murray State News.
,

In My Opiuion
ScOTT BAILEY

Students
sHould resist
segregation
I wish to address a probl~m of voluntary
racial segregation which exists on this campus. Everywhere, signs of this problem are
apparent, whites eating lunch with only other
whites, blacks walking with other blacks,
Asians congregating with other Asians alone.
In classrooms or at events there is an unwritten rule that people can only sit with others of
the same race. Why do they only associate
with those of their own race? The common
response is that they are more comfortable
around people that they share cosmetic similarities with.

O.J. trial viewers should not treat
murders as television entertainment
After approximately four months of legal
My (Jj>i1
wrangling in Santa Monica, Calif., a jury of 12
decided that O.J. Simpson is liable for th'e stab·
bing deaths of Ron Goldman and his ex-wife
CHRIS BROWNING
Nicole Brown Simpson.
As Simpson left the ·courthouse Tuesday
night. television viewers in bars, bowling alleys
and homes booed or cheered him like they were
watching the Super Bowl.
Then, on the day following the announcement
of the verdict, I heard a reporter on one of the
morning TV news sl).ows state that O.J . was Nintendo 64?
If some of these individuals would have devotpunished "to the tune of $8.5 rpillion." He made
the comment almost cheerfully, as if he were ed their time to educating themselves instead of
sitting in front of the tube like a brick, they
talking about someone winning the lottery.
Why is there such a perverse interest among could take the bar and get themselves a gig on
Americans regarding this case? People haven't Court TV instead of watching Gerry Spence.
The O.J. trials have unfortunately resulted in
defended their positions so vehemently since
that "tastes great" versus "less filling" thing in a strange cottage industry that began with
street vendors hawking t-shirts bearing the ex·
the commercials.
Undoubtedly there's someone out there Reisman winner's image and that has expanded
watching Geraldo and pondering how much in to the point that Chris Darden makes more
punitive. damages the jury is going to award the money appearing on other people's TV shows
Brown and Goldman families in the next phase than plying his trade.
All the while, the fact that two people were
of the trial. I'm equally sure this person proba·
. bly has no idea what the hell "punitive" means, senselessly and brutally murdered has gotten
even after Greta Van Susteren spent 15 min- lost in the shuffle. Somehow most of us have for·
gotten that this circus did not begin because
utues explaining it for them.
Why are they wasting time watching this CNN needed better ratings; these highly-orchescrap on TV when they could be spending quali- trated gatherings resulted from the untimely
ty time with their wife, child, friend, dog or demise of two feHow human ·beings.

In

zion

It really doesn't matter whether you think
O:J. is the guilty party or not. What does matter is that two families are forever without the
presence of loved ones and that $8.5 million
and a book deal is not going to bring them back.
Murder has become more than a reprehensi·
ble crime, it is now a stepping stone to a career
and a pastime. Folks, that's a pretty sad reflection on our society.
lf you found yourself cheering or booing as
O.J. left the courtroom the other night, perhaps
you need to take a minute and think. The death
of two people is no cause for celebration.
Whatever their respective faults may have
been, Ron Goldman and Nicole Brown-Simpson
surely didn't deserve the grisly fate they met on
a June night in 1994.
Hopefully as a somewhat civilized society we
can advance beyond the role' of electronic
voyeurs and concentrate more on straightening
out our own affairs. Let's worry about respecting ourselves, loving our neighbors and paying
the cable bill on time before we judge the character of others. There's definitely enough evidence out there to point out our own faults
"beyond a reasonable doubt."

Chris Browning is a graduate student and copy
editor for the Murray State News.

..

I urge the students of Murray State to
remember the actions and words of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. Dr. King's bus boycott 'in
Montgomery and his Birmingham campaign
to end segregation at lunch counters and in
hiring practices should be remembered. His "I
have a dream" speech should be remembered
as well, in which he emphasized his faith that
all women and men would someday live
together as sisters and brothers.
The solution is not easy to find. We have to
analyze our own actions to overcowe this
problem. Many people on this campus would
probably deny that a segregation problem
exist, but if they were to think about the personal contacts they make in an average day
and who their friends are, they world realize
that the problem does exist.
If each person recognizes the problem you
have made it past the first hurdle, next, take
action to change your personal situation. This
is done by reaching out to those who may seem
different from you on the surface. All of us can
do this quite easily. I bet you can think of
someone who you see in a class everyday but
have been afraid to talk to them because
they're "diffe~nt" from you.
These differences are the strength of our
community at Murray State. Take advantage
of a unique ethnic and racial mix that we
have.
Make one of your goals in 1997 to make
friends with people from different racial and
cultural backgrounds. The experience will be
a worthy one for you and for Murray State as
a community. Let's break down the imaginary
wall that exists between the races. Let's make
Murray State a model community by doing
our part to reach out to each other and break
this problem of voluntary segregation.
Together we can, as Dr. King on day wished,
reach "the mountaintop."
Scott Bailey is a graduate. student from
Murray .
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Plastic surgery offers alternatives to body problems
Bv MANDY WoLF

"People should be knownfor who
they are, not what they look like."

AssoaATE EDITOit AND

CHRISTINE HALL

REPOana

-KAREN REcORD, JUNlOR

This is the age of perfection.
American cars, clothing and minds must be tuned to perfection,
and American bodies are no different.
"Plastic surgery" comes from Greek term "plastikos," which is
defined as "to mold or to give form."
There are two kinds of plastic surgery in existence today: reconstructive and cosmetic. Reconstructive surgery is done to repair
or create body parts that have been damaged from birth defects,
ilijuries or disease. Cosmetic surgery is done to enhance usually
normal body parts.
Plastic surgery has many faces: breast implants and reductions, liposuction and face lifts are among a ,few of the most common.

Breast implants
Hal Houston, a general and vascular surgeon in the Murray
area, said he has performed over 2,000 breast implants during
his 20 years as a surgeon.
"Women want to keep up with their neighbors and friends," he
said. "They want to be attractive."
The majority of women who come to Houston are in their 30s or
40s and want to "grab at their youth."
Most women who receive breast implants seek normality and a
sense of well-being, Houston said, or are attempting to heighten
sexual stimulation within their partners or spouses.
Houston said the actual procedure for breast implants can be
done on an outpatient basis with a local anesthetic.
The surgery to implant silicone bags into the breast begins with
a small incision beneath the areola. The deflated saline bag is
inserted into the breast and then inflated with a saline solution
and sealed. The incision is closed, finalizing the operation.
Scarring is minimal and pain usually lasts for 24 hours, but
despite the simplicity of the surgery, breast implants do have
complications.
The saline bags can leak, causing the solution to puddle in the
-breast, and some implantS may deflate. In rare cases, scarring
can cause rounded, hardened breasts which be must "popped"
periodically.
"It's extremely rare that anyone wants them taken out,"
Houston said.
Breast implants usually cost around $4,000.
Roughly two million women have had breast implants, despite
legal concerns raised in recent years.
Studies done by the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minn., and
Harvard University have shown no problems with silicone causing any diseases in breast implant recipients. Rather, women
claim to find problems after years of breast implant success.

Reductions
Another popular surgery, especially among teenagers, is breast
reductions, which removes tissue, blood vessels and muscle from
the breast, reducing breast size.
Houston said the m~ority of people who have the reductions do
so because of health problems and to boost self esteem.
"They're very happy," he said. "They're probably happier than
those who have implants put in."

Operation Definitions
Eorehead.lltt
tightens the forehead and raises the brow
~ (Rhytidectomy)
tightens the jowls and neck
~ Jlghtenlng (elepharnlastyl
tightens the eyelids
~ JQtl (Rhinoplasty)
changes the appearance of the nose
far~ (Octoplasty)
brings the ears closer to the head
fagallmplants !chin.~
makes the cheek or chin more prominent
tlalr Transplantation
treats male pattern baldness
Ssall Revision
improves the appearance of scars
&in Resurtacing {1.aHr. ee.e.l. Qermabrasjon)
smooths the skins
Uposuction
removes localized fat
~ Enlarnement (Mammaplasty)
enhances the size of the breast
~Tightening (MastooexYl
tightens the skin of the breast
IUust Reduction
raduces the size of the breast

Large breasts can cause physical discomforts such as back and
neck problems and numbness in the fingers.
Large breasts are also difficult to examine during mammograms.
Breast reductions also cause scarring and are very painful
because more and larger incisions must be made.
"You can't predict how someone's going to scar," Houston said.
Most women on the University's campus feel satisfied with
their bodies and would not consider breast surgery.
"I don't think they're popular," said Tamara Dodson, sophomore
from Fancy Farm. •1 like what God gave me and I think
[implants] are silly."
Ivy Magruder, freshman from St. Louis, said he would discourage any of his female friends from having implants.
"I think a woman's beautiful enough without artificial cosmetic
means," he said.
Nevertheless, women seek out ways to lift, tuck and reconstruct.

Information for
this article was
also gathered by
Liposuction·
reporter
Elizabeth
During the 1980s, a trend swept across America, showing Stanley.
secrets ways to remove those hateful "love handles" and saddlebags on the hips some people find irritating and hard to remove
by exercise or diet.
Houston said liposuction was not designed to removes excess
weight from obese men and women; rather, it was designed to
remove small amounts of fat tissue from problem areas such as
double chins and small pockets of fat around the hips. The
most common areas fixed during liposuction include the /
lower abdomen, the thighs and the buttocks.
A:,f 7
"They gain the weight back," he said. "It doesn't '
last."
Liposuction begins when the surgeon makes
small incisions into the fatty portion of the body
and uses a auctioning device to remove the tissue.
Bruising and swelling after the operation can last
from two weeks to months afterward. Numbness in
the area is also common and feeling usually returns soon
afterward. However, side effects will vary from person to
person.

Facelifts
Houston said facelifts, also known as rhytidectomies, are also a common form of plastic surgery,
and men undergo treatments as well as women.
"I've found that men are just as vain if not more so
than women," Houston said.
According to the University of Iowa Plastic
Surgery website, the best candidate for a facelift is ~
someone who is at normal body weight, a nonsmoker and hasn't had excessive exposure to sun
or ultraviolet rays.
Houston said facelifts, contrary to popular
belief, are not permanent and usually cost
about $5,000 to $;7000.
The procedures can be done on an outpatient basis and under local anesthetic.
An incision is made inside the hairline
on the forehead and goes down to the front
of each ear. Liposuction is sometimes used to
remove small pockets of fatty tissue from the
face, and tissues can be tightened to remove lines
of aging.
A facelift can removed five to 10 years from a person's
face, but the surgery is usually painful and causes bruises and
swelling for weeks after surgery.

3,148

2,417
'1,594
2,951

y

Ih1ob J.ltt

4,642
6,418
.:Y;tl12
4,741
2.298
3,171
1,800
1,488
674

tightens the buttocks and thighs

AmlUtt

Source: The American Society of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgeons
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Proced'-lre
DermabrasiOn
Earsurge,y
Eyelid surgery
Both uppers
Combination of uu."""
Faoelift

Fee
$1,478

2,225
1,546

2,7S9

4.,-

Fat lrle¢tion

637
~
716

Forehead lift
Upoauctlon • any 8101iJI8-'IMW
Nose reshaping
Fee for open
Feeforclo8ed
Redn-A treatment •
Thigh lift
Tummy Tuck
Upper Arm Lift

1,216
1,984
Osteotomy
Collagen ln)ections;Jer 1cc
272
ource: The American
of Plastic and Reconatruc:tive

1.~130
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3,152

2,879

90
3,177
3,776
2,471

Jon Lowry/ Graphics Manager

Jon Lowry/ Graphics Manager
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$2,697
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~Reconstruction

...

Fee

ProcedUre

Breast augmentation
Breast Uft
Breast reconstructiOn
Implant alone
Both
Tissue ...v,,,..,,..m;

rebuilds the breast after cancer
I.wnalx ~ (Abdorninoplasty)
tightens skln and removes extra fat

tightens the skin of the upper ann
UUrasonlc Uposuctjon
a new modification of liposuction

Patients may risk infection, bleeding and internal damage to
the skin and nerves following operations.
"All cosmetic '!\'Ork is temporary," he said. "It's buying time."
Karen Record, junior from Paducah, said she has never considered a facelift to enhance her appearance.
"I just wouldn't do it," she said. "I think it's fake. People
should be known for who they are, not what they
look like."
Anyone considering any type of plastic
surgery should consider the risks
involved and should speak with a
plastic surgeon before undergoing
surgery.
Houston is the only doctor in
the Murray area who performs breasts implants. He
said the nearest specialists
are located in Nashville.
"You can't expect perfection forever," Houston
said.

'

\t '
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Grad school option to consider after graduation
Bv JOHN K. M ooRE
REPORTER

You've finished four or five
years of college and that longawaited diploma is in your
hands. There's no job yet, but
you have a diploma. What do
you do now?
Move in with Mom and Dad?
No, too nerve wracking.
Travel? Too expensive. Don't
want to leave your friends?
Well... maybe a few.
What about graduate school?
It's affordable, you know the
ins and outs of Murray State
already and you've got the
chance to make more money
after only two more years of

.--- - ---., school.
Deciding to
attend grad
school
isn't
quite that simple, and it isn't
After
for everyone.
Mary Ann
1
S h o_~
'---c_o_
Wilson, graduate coordinator, said quite a few students go
right into graduate school, but
several are returning after
working for a few years.
"Once you start, you have
eight years to finish a program," she said.
In response to growing num.bers of students and an increal:iing demand for a wider choice
of ar eas, Murray State now
offers graduat~ programs in

more areas than five years ago .
"Graduate enrollment has
increased from 1,197 in fall
1993 to 1,516 in fall 1996,"
Wilson said.
to programs
Admission
varies from one department to
another. Some still require the
Graduate Record Exam (GRE>,
or other exams, while some rely
more on undergraduate GPA.
Wilson said each department
sets its own requirements and
no single University policy is
used for admission.
Many departments on campus are following the lead of the
Department of Organizational
Communication by offering
"weekender" courses to help
students obtain graduate credit
and in some cases, undergradu-

ate credit.
Weekender courses
are
offered on Friday evenings and
from Saturday morning until
late afternoon about once a
month for lhe semester. ·
Aside from "weekenders,"
interactive television, or lTV
courses, are also making both
graduate and undergraduate
credit easier to obtain for Rtudent::~ who live near Paducah,
Hopkinsville, Madisonville, or
Fort Campbell. These classes
are also . helpful for working
students who can't take day
classes.
"'Anyone interested in graduate school at Murray can contact the appropriate depart·
ment to see is they required,"
said Wilson.

Contacting the Student for any student to look at and
Financial Aid office is also see if anything looks interestimportant, because of deadlines ing," said Gina Winchester.
on
loan
applications. assistant director and co-op
Departmental assistantships, coordinator.
both teaching and non-academAdditionally, almost all uniic, are also available, but appli- versities have web sites where
cations are due March 1 for fall financial aid information,
1997 enrollment.
admissions information, and
However, if Murray State general student information
doesn't offer a program of inter- can be accessed.
est or a change sound~ interestFastWeb also can help set up
ing, the Career Services office,
a
mailbox
to search for any type
located in Ordway Hall, may
of
financial
aid available.
help.
FastWeb
specializes
in locatScholarship information and
program
information
for ing little-known or publicized
schools across the U.S. is avail- scholarships and making pol:lsible matches with a student. It
able for anyone interested.
does
not guarantee financial
"Catalogs for a number of
aid,
but
assists in locating
schools, including some Ivy
sources
.
League universities, are here

•

There's one sure way to
get your money fast!

Ch ina House
~ry

Electronic Filing
It's available whether H&R Block
prepares your tax' r eturn or not.

Fast.
Easy.
Certain.
Dixieland Sh opp ing Cen ter - 753-9204
Open 9 a.m . · 9 p:m. Weekdays
9 a.m. - 5 p .m . Satur day

Congratulations to the
Alph~ Delta Pi
1997..98

~ppolnted

Officers

'\
Standards - Sflanna Riley
1
Service - Shannon Walker
Scholarsbip - Melissa Carn
' Social - Rachael Dixon
Rush Information Sheets - Karen Eddins
•
Assistant/Open Rustl - Riann Aldrich
Panhellenic Representatives - Rebecca Rodgers
Kristen Kumiga
Pan hellenic·Officer - Shelley Estes
c:haplail- J.el!nY Breining
f
Spir;it. - j odi Dirks

,.

Reporter - Gina Camerata
Assistant New Member - Danielle Cave
Greek Events - Ashley Cleaver
Historian - Kelli Smith
·Music - Karen Record
...

Our grand ljuffet!
f.JAnch (Juffet- Dai/!1
11 a.m. -2:30p.m.
Dinner (Juffet- Nightl!d
Suncla!1-'rhurscla!1
4.30 p.m. - 9 p.m.
]ricla!d & Saturcla!1
4.30 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Celebrate the Chinese New
Year with us!

New-s
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Presidential scholars seek equal treatment
board for a fortunate few.
Presidential scholars can- However, one common complaint of these students is that
not get subsidies to liue off when
they become upperclasscampus, but athletic schol- men, their scholarships will not
arship recipients can.
cover the cost of rent if they
want to move off campus.
BY BRIAN HENSON
This fact is not what angers
STAff WAITER
the students, but rather a poliThe highest honor any incom- cy allowing full-scholarship
ing freshman can receive from athletes to move off campus as
Murray State University is the upperclassmen.
Scholarships cover the cost of
Presidential
Scholarship,
off-campus
rent up to the
which covers tuition, room and

•Scholarships :

equivalent cost of a doubleoccupancy room for a semester.
"I feel that 1 should be
allowed to move off campus,"
one
upperclassman
Presidential Scholar who wishes to remain nameless. "I think
that if the athletes are able to
move off campus, then we
should be able to."
Carmen Garland, director of
the University Scholarship
Office, explained the policy.
"With the approval of the ath-

U>e5nes5av .Sen~e

I mmanuef L\lt6eran
t6urc6
..

letic office, (full-scholarship,
upperclassmen athletes) can
get a stipend check (for off-campus rent)," she said.
Garland believes keeping
Presidential Scholars students
in the residential colleges
would be a good influence on
others.
"The Presidential Scholars
have been selected because
they're leaders and role models," she said. "I think (the
University) wants them to be

role models to others so that
other students can look up to
them. It shouldn't be looked on
as a penalty, but more or less a
charge of responsibility.•
Mike Arnett, president of the
Honors Council and junior pre·
med major from Murray, has a
somewhat different view of the
situation.
"I think' it's unfair to the
' Presidential Scholars.," he said.
"All campus leaders aren't
required to live on campus. I

don't see ' why (we) can't be a
good influence campus."
Kris Cricton, junior political
science/marketing major from ·
St. Louis, and a Presidential
Scholar shares this opinion:
"I really feel that the opportunities should be equal for the
academics and the athletes,"
she said. ''I can see were the
University is coming from, but
I don't think you should have to
live on campus to be a role .
model."

Go Online Now!
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PEACE CORPS

Gottex
Swimwear
runk Show'

"T'HE TOUGHEST .108 YOU'LL EVER LOVE"'

Friday \

The world needs your experience. '
We are recruiting for over 1000
volunteer positions in Education,
Environment, Agriculture, Business,
Health, Nutrition, and other areas.
Call to discuss your qualifications.

Give Her a Kiss for
Valentine's Day!

~FORMORE
{..,~
" ~ J NFORMATION CALL

•f

WWW.PEACECORPS.GOV

r

,
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J.T. LEE'"'JeWelers

1-800-424-8580
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Feb. 14
11 a.m.-4 P.m.

Dixieland Center 759-1141

'

ORN-AUSTIN
DowNTOWN-MURRAY

753-2472
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A.EA would liket?
to congratulate
their new officers
President - Amy Ponder
Vice-President - Kelly Pollvlck
Treasurer - Autumn Harley

*

Secretary~iaurelle Brown
Membert h_, - ~~tn~Vandergriff
Assistant Me!D))ershlp.J Undsey Monroe
Rush

6llam :t:l'i

Risk Management - Carrie frailley

Congratulations on a Great Rush!

Money Making - Jacque Abernathy and Kristina Thompson
Happiness - Janet Mazzochi and Schanda Banister
Scholarship Chair - Christy Wilson
lntramurals - Jennifer Crisp

(502) 75~ • 6706 or 1·800·DAYS·INN

Standards - Jen Rhodes

Your motel lor Student Reservations

Assistant Standards - l eslie Caughron

Jacuzzi Rooms · Micro/Fridges • Free Continental Breakfast

~ Pictures - Melissa Harrison
,
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OnG'atnjJus
Bazzell claims fair
crown
Keri Lynn Bazzell, ISyear-old daughter of Dick
and Dana Bazzell of
Murray, was crowned Miss
Kentucky County Fair
1997 at the 42nd annual
title pageant Jan. I I in
louisville. She will serve as
hostess at the opening day
of the 1997 Kentucky
State Fair and ambassador
at various events through
out the year.
Bazzell, a freshman
Presidential Scholar at
MSU, is a member of the
school honors program.
She is also a member of
Alpha
Gamma
Delta
Sorority and a freshman
senator with the Student
Government Association.
Bazzell is the MurrayCallaway County Fair's
first queen to win the state
title In its 37 years of existence. As queen, Bazzell
received a $600 cash
award, engraved silver
pitcher trophy, sash and
crown.

job fair coming
On Monday there will be
a summer job fair from 9
a.m. to noon and I to 3
p.m. in the Curris Center
Ballroom. Summer camp
recruiters will be on campus with information
about summer jobs as will
as
other
companies
recruiting for the summer.
For more Information,
contact Chris Beckham at
762-3803 or stop by the
Career Services office in
Ordway Hall.

Family lecture set
"The American Family Change and Continuity"
will be the topic discussed
at
MSU's
Wrather
Auditorium on Tuesday.
The lecture is presented as
part of the College Forum
Series sponsored by the
MSU
College
of
Humanistic Studies and
begins 7:30 p.m.
Dr.
Elizabeth
FoxGenovese, founding director of the Institute for
Women's Studies at Emory
University, will give the
keynote address.
All interested persons
are invited to attend this
free lecture. Additional
information
may
be
received from Dr. Lillian
Daughaday at 762-4631.

Music faculty to
pe rform
A program of varied
musical works will be presented at he MSU Faculty
Showcase
Scholarship
Recital Tuesday, in the
newly-renovated Fine Arts
Building at 8 p.m. It will
feature I I faculty members from the MSU
department of music and
three guest performers.
Admission is $5 for
adults and $3 for students.
For more information contact Dr. Stephen Brown at
762-4288.

Compiled by Katie Thomas
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Many people get.
caught up in cras h
diets and weight loss,
but for some the
desire to lose weight
can turn into an
obsession.

en

•

1s everyt
Student shares struggles of living with an eating disorder
BY SARAH WIGHT
COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

When Cindy West's* mother sent her
18-year-old daughter off for her first
year of college she was prepared for
her to come back for the summer a few
pounds heavier after gaining the freshman 10. What she wasn't prepared for
was her daughter returning dramatically thinner with a eating disorder
classified as "Not Otherwise Specified"
and on the verge of being declared clinically anorexic.
West was a highly active student in
high school and involved in athletics.
Her talents were recognized with a
scholarship to college and she was on
her way to a bright future. She never
would have have imagined that after
two and half years of college her
biggest challenge would be something
that most college students do without
giving it any thought - eating a piece of
pizza.
"It is really hard," she said. "My
favorite thing is pizza and I haven't
had it in two and half years. I'm getting better but I still don't have anything fattening. When you're anorexic
your metabolism really slows down and
when you start eating healthy things
again you put back on weight and it
scares you.•
The beginning of the illness
Like most people with an eating disorder, West was pushed over the edge by
one comment.
"Someone told me I needed to lose a
few pounds," she said."! had always
been at average weight for my height.
I'd never had anyone tell me that
before. In fact I had people tell me that
I needed to get bigger."
"I was never concerned with clothes

or my hair but when it comes to my
body it's different."
West began to purge after eating in a
desperate attempt to lose weight.
"It~as like an anxiety attack. I felt
like it was the only way," she said.
"The first time I couldn't believe I did
it but then after that it just become a
habit and I became accustom to it.•
West purged for three months.
During this time she actually experienced weight gain because of water
retention. The weight gain caused her
to stop purging, but she began obsessing over everything she ate.
"I would carry around a piece of
paper every day. I would write down
everything I ate, how many calories
and how much fat I had. I would total
each day and If I thought it was to
high I would freak out," she said.
"'I worked out constantly,• West said
with a laugh of disbelief at her former
lifestyle. "I would work out about three
hours a day sometimes twice a day. I
used to inline skate 18 miles and then
go to the gym and run two miles. It
was crazy."
A cry for help
After months of struggling West
finally admitted she had a problem
when she went home for summer after
her freshman year.
"It started to consume all my
thoughts," she said. "All I could think
about was what I could eat that day."
A friend suffering from the same illness helped West seek help.
"I went to see a friend who is anorexic because I wanted someone to talk
to," she said. "She made me tell my
parents. Within two days they checked
me into treatment. For the rest of the
summer I went to individual counsel-

ing twice a week and ~up counseling
once a week."
West said accepting help was difficult.
"I wanted them to know. I wanted it
all to end. But when I got in I learned
the tricks of the trade from the other
girls. It didn't help me: I was at a
state where I think I wanted help but
wasn't ready for it."
Struggling through treatment
During her first two months of counseling she lost an additional 12 pounds.
In August, West's weight dropped low
enough to make her clinically anorexic.
Though her medical condition was getting worse, West returned to school.
At this point West should have been
in inpatient treatment which would
.have cut her off from all visitors and
even television, but her parents gave
her a second chance and it worked.
"When we sent her back to school we
were very scared," West's mother said.
"We fully expected to be going to pick
her up in the middle of the semester.
We really did not expect her to make
it. I remember I told her one· time 'I
cannot stop you from killing yourself
because that is what she was doing. I
thought about her not recovering. It is
a very, very scary thing for a parent to
go through."
To the relief of her family West Jill>
began to make breakthroughs in her
treatment during the fall semester.
"'was talking to a counselor on campus and we started focusing not on the
eating disorder but on me," she said.
"It's not about food, but other things
about yourself. I had always been told
what to do. [ didn't have a lot of controL This was finally something I had
control of. I could control what went

into my body, how much I ate. I could
be skinny."
Effects of the illness
Over the course of her illness West
lost 35 pounds and suffered many medical symptoms as the result of her illness.
"' lost my period for a year," she
said. "My hair would fall out in clumps.
I was cold all the time my body developed more hair on it's arms to try to
keep itself warm and I lost all my energy and muscle tone."
West finds her ordeal hard to believe
now.
"I can't believe how stupid I was,"
she said. "The only thing that really
mattered was getting skinny."
In addition to the physical toll West's
eating disorder took on her body,' West
admits that it left some emotional
wounds as well.
"If you have something like an eating
disorder you stick out," she said. "It's
like one of your characteristics. I felt
like I was alone and all I had was me. I
lost a lot of confidence. That was my
confidence the weight loss."
Last summer, after gaining 15
pounds, West fulally reached a safe
weight level but she admits is still low
for her height and still in a recovery
stage. .However, after all that has happened Cindy West is now able to see a
light at the end of the tunnel and a
positive aspect that has come from her
experiences.
"I'm going into counseling and that's
8n area I'm exploring," she said. "I'd
like to help people who have it."
"You can't define yourself by your
weight. There are many more advantages to being normal than skinny."
*name has been changed

Eating disorders lead to physical, mental damage
Bv jENNIFER

POTTER

Common Symptoms of Eating Disorders

ASSIST,\NT COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

Symptom•

One day you notice your best friend is exercising
all the time, eats very little and becomes upset when
discussing food. She never did these things before.
Before long you notice she is painfully thin, she has
dark circles under her eyes and her hair is brittle
and falling out. Still, she thinks of herself as "fat."
What is wrong and what can you do?
Your friend is most likely suffering from an eating
disorder and desperately needs your help.
Eating disorders take many forms: anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa, binge eating disorder and obesity.
Rebecca Wright, registered and licensed dietitian
at the Murray/Calloway County Hospital said she
usually works with one or two cases a week of people
suffering from eating disorders.
The fear of gaining weight can lead some people to
take drastic measures to lose fat. Wright defined
anorexia nervosa as an irrational pursuit of thinness.
Victims starve themselves, eating only a few hundred
calories a day, and then only bites of food.
Others suffer from bulimia nervosa which operates
in a binge and purge cycle.
Wright said bulimics are usually of normal or average weight, but are on a road to disaster. Sufferers
begin to diet, but hunger overcomes them, and they
consume large amounts of food, sometimes 15,000 to
20,000 calories at one time.
Disgusted at having eaten so much, they purge, use
laxatives or exercise excessively. After purging, guilt
causes them to fast. Fasting makes them so hl!Dgry
they binge and the cycle repeats itself.

Excessive weight loss
in short period of time
Continuation of dieting
although bone thin
Belief that body is fat,
even thou~ severely
underweig t
Loss of monthly
menstrual periOds
Development of strange
eating rituals
Eating in secret
Obsession with exercise
Serious depression
Binae eatina
Bi"i~g but no noticeable
wei fgain
Staying the bathroom for
long periods of time to
induce vomrting
Abuse of drugs or alcohol

Anorexia

Bulimia

•
•

•
•
•
:x
••

•
•
•
••
•
•
•
•

Binge
Eating

•

••
•

Jon Lowry/ graph1cs manager

Binge eating shares similarities with bulimia. It,
too, consists of episodes of uncontrolled eating, but
the person does not purge. This can lead to obesity.
So what causes some people, mostly women, to be
obsessed with being thin?
"There is peer pressure to look good," Wright said.
According to the American College Health
Association, mass media's ideal of the superthin fashion model causes people to view themselves as less
valuable if they can not achieve the "perfect figure."
Disorders can also be attributed to climcal dt.·pression, anxiety and low self-esteem.

Wright said traumatic events like abuse or a death
in the family may also trigger eating disorders.
Many anorexics are "controlling, type A personalities," Wright said. They are driven to be model students, often make straight As, and anorexia is a way
to control their bodies and food.
So what can you do to help?
Wright said the best thing to do for some one with
an eating disorder is "go to them in love."
She said you should let them know you are worried
about them and ask how you can help, but to be prepared to be rejected. Most anorexics will deny they
have a problem and you do not want to alienate
them. She said ~e same approach will work with
bulimics .
"Be as non-judgmental as possible," she said.
Once you have approached someone with a disorder, you should encourage them to call Jane
Etheridge in the Women's Center for counseling, go
to Student Health services or contact a physician.
Eating disorders cause more serious problems then
weight loss. The vomiting induced by bulimia can
damage the esophagus, teeth, digestive organs, heart
and salivary glands. Anorexia results in many of the
same health problems in addition to shrinking internal organs, sterility, constipation and nerve damage.
According to the National Institute of Mental
Health, if ignored, eating disorders can lead to death
or suicide. Research indicated that one in ten cases of
anorexia nervosa leads to death from starvation, cardiac arrest, other medical complications or suicide.
Judy Lyle, RN-C, staff nurse at Student Health
Services, said they will treat students who have eating disorders or suspect they do, and refer them to
counseling.

CollegeLife
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New scholarsJlips expand
financial opportunities
BY SHELLEY STREET
STAFF WRITER

Desperate for cash? Already
applied for all the scholarships
you can find listed anywhere?
Well, there are some new
opportunities available to
MSU students.
World Color Press, under
the leadership of Robert G.
Burton, chairman, president
and chief executive officer, and
Dean E. Cherry, senior vice
president of operations, is
offering four new scholarships
this year.
The scholarships will cover
the full in-state tuition for
admission to the University.
Two scholarships will be for
graphic arts technology majors
and two will go to business
majors.
The scholarship winners will
be selected by Burton and
Cherry from a pool of finalists
provided by the University
Scholarship Committee. The

awards are renewable as long
as the recipient maintains a
minimu m GPA of 2.5 and
meets the approval of Burton
and Cherry.
Another new scholarship is
the Mabel Pullen Scholarship,
which is available to students
who have taken career-oriented programs offered by the
University's agriculture
department. The Tequirementa
include a minimum GPA of
2.75. The award will be based
on financial need as well as
agriculture experience, academic ach ievement, awards and
leadership in work. It is
renewable based on reapplication.
Also available is the $500
Bill Williams Scholarship for
theater majors. This scholarship was donated in Williams'
name by Dave Wilcox, owner
of Allegro Foods in Paris,
Tenn. Each year the scholarship will be given to honor a
resident of Henry County,

TEACJ-IING/TUTORING SUPPLIES/GIFTS

THE

SMART

STOP

753-5968

Tenn. The honoree chooses the
guidelines and restrictions for
the scholarship.
The Eldon and Blanche
Heathcott scholarship is a
newly-established agriculture
foundation scholarship. The
guidelines for the scholarship
have not been determined as
of now, but will be available in
the fal l.
Scholarship possibilities are
also available via the Internet.
Fastweb.com is one free scholarship search service available
online. Another possibility is
START, a software search service available at the
Scholarship office or the
Upward Bound office.
The deadline for all completed Murray State scholarship
applications is Feb. 15.
Applications, transcripts, letters of reference and any other
necessary information must be
postmarked by that date to be
eligible for consideration.
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Weekr1heac/
Friday, February 7
•Deadline - Master's degree applications for May
1997 graduation due In the Admissions Office.
•Movie - wOiivier, Olivier," 7:30p.m., Curris Center
Theater, no admission
-course Information - Last day to remove grade
of ''X" received during last term enrolled.
-conference - Eating Disorders Awareness
Conference, 6:30a.m. to 4:30p.m., Curris Center
Barkley Room
.Concert - Albert Van Amster in concert featuring
French and Spanish songs, 5 p.m., Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, reception to follow at the Faculty Club
•Broadcast - Highlights from the 1996 Hot August
Blues Festival, 9 p.m., WKMS 91.3

Saturday, February 8
•Movie- "Olivier, Olivier," 7:30p.m., Curris Center
Theater
•Exam - EMT National Registry Exam, 6 a.m.,
I&T Building Room 146, $ 10 fee
•MCAT - MCAT Test Preparation course, 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m., calf 762-2160, $895 fee

•Sale - Horticulture Club plant safe, Curris Center
•Workshop - Sign Language Workshop for beginners and intermediates, call 762·2160 to register
•Forum - Humanistic Studies College Forum,
Wrather Half, 7:30 p.m.
•Meeting- White College Honor Society, 9 p.m.,
call 762-4467 for more information
•Meeting • Hester College Council, 9 p.m.

Wednesday, February 12
•Ask-A-Nurse - Winslow Cafeteria/Curris Center,
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.
•Meeting - Elizabeth College Council, 9:15 p.m. in
lobby
•Meeting - Springer/Franklin College Council, 6
p.m., Franklin lobby

Sunday, February 9

Thursday, February 13
•Meeting - Alcoholics Anonymous - 6:30 to 6
p.m., Ohio Room, 3rd floor Curris Center, free
coffee
•Dance - Valentine's Dance, 7 to1 0 p.m.,
Springer/Franklin College
•Meeting - MSU Student Law Association, 3:30
p.m., Cumberland Room, Curris Center

Monday, February 10
•Meeting - Young Republicans, 4:30 p.m., Ohio
Room Curris Center

N11ncy Wilson
All our love
and prayers are
with you.
Best wishes for a
speedy recovery!

Teacher/Parent/Student
Educational Supply Center

119 S. 4 th Street

Tuesday, February 11

•Musical - MCMA "Shades of Satchmo,'' Byron
Stripling on jazz trumpet with quartet, 2 p.m.,
Lovett Auditorium

'

Mar y Janice Cooper- Owner
Over 20 years teaching sxperience

•Meeting- Clark College Council, 9:15p.m.
•Workshop - Microsoft Office Workshop, 6 to 9
p.m., I&T Building, (502)762-21 60 for information
•Story Telling - Alicia Quintana- Storyteller, $1
admission, John~on Theater, 7 p.m.
•Party- Revert Back to Childhood Party, 8 p.m.,
Springer College lobby

10 o/o discount
with MSU J.D.
Comer of 4th & Maple - Court Square
Monday-Friday 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.-2 p.m.- . .-..;;;;~;;:~

•
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Your sisters

*Video Games
*Pool Tables
*Ping-Pong
*Table Soccer
*Bowling
Visit the gomeroom
between clossesl

.Bring your friendsl

Close and convenientl

It's a connected w-orld.

Do your share.
I

For 30 ways to help the environment, write Earth Share,
3400 International Drive ,Nw, Suite 2K (AD4),
Washinb•wn, DC 2000R
~~

Earth Share

Collegelife
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Week targets eating disorder awareness
BY D ENISE HIGGINS
STAFF WRITER

What do anorexia, bulimia and obesity have in common?
They arc eating disorders that will
be discussed on campus next week
during Eating Disorders Awareness
Week.
The University has hosted Eating
Disorders Awareness Week in the
past, but interest is greater than ever
before on this topic, said Heather
Moore, field intern at the Women's
Center.
Moore said people from around the
country have traveled to Murray for a
conference today which includes presentations from several speakers in
the field of eating disorders.
Among the featured speakers and
topics are: Rita Hille, registered
dietitian, "Eating Disorders 101:
What Everyone Needs to Know;"
Kristin McAlvey, Ph.D. candidate,
"Therapeutic Techniques for
Facilitating Change with Eating
Disorders;" Mary Rouse, M.D.,
"Medical Manifestations of Eating
Disorders: Effective Use of Medical
Care in the Diagnosis and
Management of Eating Disorders;"

Linda VanMeter, clinical psychologist, "Growing Up With the Mass
Media."
The theme of this year's Eating
Disorders Awareness Week is "Don't
Weigh Your Self Esteem- It's
What's Inside That Counts."
Events begin Monday with games
and a slide show presentation in the
Rocking Chair Lounge from 9 a.m. to
3p.m.
Alicia Quintano, nationally
acclaimed storyteller, will perform
"Escape from Fosdick" at 7 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium. The show centers
around the main character's efforts to
find a way to speak to the world,
despite her desire to do it through .
someone else's voice.
Quintano, who is recovering from
an eating disorder, h as presented her
show on more than 100 campuses in
32 states.
Admission to the presentation is $2
for the general public or $1 with an
MSUIO.
Moore hopes the presentation will
not only be entertaining, but also
informative.
"We just really hope students are
impacted," she said. "We want people
to enjoy the evening but walk away

Tuesdey
"Dying to be Thin"

Friday

Tb\I&'Sday

"Residential Collsgs'S
"fesrless FridaY"
A day to fOfglt the
DaytoMakea
scales and fat grams.
A day to take care of
Difference"
self in healthy ways.
A day designated by
Stop by the Currie
Massage Therapy
the residential colleges
Center for a FREE ld88
Tony Garcia 9 to 11 a.m. to Inform and educate
with llpetll we wift aiM~
Healthy Weight
their residents.
have Information
Management
packets available to
Rebecca Wright, AD
Talk to.your RAs and
anyone neeclng more
10 to 11 a.m.
Hall Directors to find
assls1ance.
Massage To A
out what exciting activHealthy You
ThankYoo
ities are planned in
for supporting
David Estes 11am - 3pm
your college and on
e..ung Dleordenl
Self-Esteem Workshop
your floor!
A..,...IIIWMk
Tammy Hatfield, Noon
Taking Care"

A day devoted to
education conceming
eating disorders.
VIdeo Marathon:

10 a.m.
"The Perfect Bodt
11 a.m.
-searching for Hope"
Noon
•Myths vs. Realities"
Ohio Rm., Curris Center
Informational Session
on Eating Disorders

Jane Etheridge, MSU
Women's Center
11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Ohio Rm., Corns Center
Jeopardy
Playoffs: 2:30 to 4 p.m.

FanaJs; 4:30 10 5 p.m.

with the idea of what it's like to have
an eating disorder and the impact it
can have on your life."
A video marathon and discussion
will be held Tuesday in the Ohio
Room of the Curris Center as well as
an informal session on eating disorders from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., presented
by J ane Etheridge of the Women's
Center.

Wednesday
"Taking Charge by

Let'a Chill

Jane Etheridge, 1 p.m.

Evening Movte'

Stresa Management

"A Secret Between

Mary Ann Kennedy 2 pm
Low lm.,.at Aerobic•
W80!Jt Claramount, 3pm
3rd flOor, cum. Center

Friends"
8p.m.

CIJtris Center
~Room

Wednesday's events include prer:;entations on massage therapy, weight
management, self-esteem and stress
management. Low-impact aerobics
classes will also be offered on the
third Ooor of the Curris Center.
Thursday has been 'designated as a
day for students in the residential
colleges to learn more about eating
disorders. Also scheduled is a show-

Ages 6 weeks to Syears
l'ull day educational preschool
l'ull time and part time available

on Murray State's
campus and 10 tt.
community; If Y® have
any qumiOna or~
cams pleaSe contact
Women'• Cenllr.

'leN1.

ing of the movie, "A Secret Between
Friends" in the Barkley Room of the
Curris C~nter.
The events wrap up with "Fearless
Friday." Students can stop by the
Curris Center for a free ''kiss" as well
as information packets.
Anyone interested in Eating
Disorders Awareness Week can contact the Women's Center at 762·3140.

Bel Air Center

753- u963

dfal(-dfou'T................... 25
<!Jne c::fl.ou't ..................$35

"Escape From Fosdick"
An evening of humor & insight for men &
women on the issues of identity, sex,
food & love
Monday, feb. 10,
7 p.m. Lovett Auditorium
$1 with MSU 'ID
$2 without ID

NEED A SUMMER JOB???
CHECK OUT THE

SUMMER

JOB FAIR
WREN: Feb. IO
TIME: 9 a.m. • noon 8 1 • 3 p.m.
WHERE: Curris Center Ballroom

Ad paid for by Health Services

by Alicia Quintano
actress, director & storyteller
Nationally known & highly acclaimed,
Alicia Quintano performs an original
story that will leave you
thinking and laughing.
She has performed for colleges, theatres,
the United Nations Womens Guild, radio
rograms, storytelling festivals and more. ~J. ll'!:l,l'P\'

filN~~~

....____ CAMP RECRUITERS WILL
BE ON CAMPUS WITIJ
INFORMATION ABOUT SUMMER
JOBS!!!
For more information, contact
Chris Beckham at 762·3803,
or stop by the
Career Services OHice
at 210 Ordway ••451••••

'..
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Blacks honor heritage
BY BRANDl WILLIAMS
SrAFr-Wama

Several organizations have
scheduled activities in honor
of Black History Month to celebrate and infonn people of
the importance of AfricanAmerican history.
The Black Student Council
has organized three different
events to take place in the
Curris Center.
One program, "Violence on
Our Campus,• ia a public
safety seminar to inform people ofwhat is going on and
how to prepare for the unexpected.
The Black Student Council
is also sponsoring the play,
"Never Give Up," the story of
a young, father lees girl whose
mother is very sick, and is
forced to live with her aunt.
"1 have been planning·this

since last aemeater, and the
only big problem I have run
into is line memorization,"
said Nona Croom, Writer and
<Iirector of tlie play.
The third event ia the Black
History Knowledge Bowl.
This is a trivia contest comppsed primarily ofjnfonnation about black hiatory.
"'Everyone can come and
compete;'' said Nikita White,
president of the Black,
Student Union.· "Generally we
want to make ~le more
aware of the significance
black history plays on
America.•
In a ddition, the SOw flight
Squad ia spon801'iDg the HBO
Comedy Jam Part I featuriug
comedians Spike Davia and

Todd LYJUlTbeMrican-American
Student Services is ~cipet..
ing by swnaorina' a viewi!w of

Feb. 7
8 p .m. HBO Comedy Part 1:
the 20-~ PBS aeries. "Eye
Lovett
Auditorium sponsored
on the Prize,~~' about the civil
by
Soul
Flight Squad
rights movement in America
Feb.
8
from 1958 to 1972.
NOon VIrtual Reality,
Another program sponsored
3rd floor Curris Center
by the African-American
~bY Minority
Student Services is "Media
Programming Specialist &
l~P&P• and the Impact on the
l)CB
Black Community." Anton
eb. 9
Reese will apeak: about how
6:30 p.m. I~
blacks are portrayed in the
Services (Wotshlp Services)
media and the effects on our
at Baptist Student Union
culture.
·
sponeored bY Voices of
The Alpha Kappa Alpha
Praise Gospel Choir
-.ority ia FOJDOting
Feb. 10
•Empowering the Black
7 p.m. "Media Images & the
Woman• wem.phaeize the
tmp.act on the Black
Community" presented by
role of the blaclt woman in
bis&;ory.
Anton Reese: Freed CUrd
Auditorium
-It ia a eelelntion of black
Feb.
It
women and it acbowledgee
8
p.m.
1997: "Viilence on
the~. ancl ac:eompliah0\.tr
Campus•
sponsored by
mente of black women: said
BlackStudent
Council:
Dorienne Jacbon, president
Miaaiaslppi Room
of Alpha Kappa Alpha.

Miller earns award
for valuable work
BY DENNIS BEARD
REPORTER

Dr. Thomas Miller, professor of educational leadership and
counseling, received the 1996 Kentucky Psychological
Association Distinguished Psychologist Award.
Each year, the Kentucky Psychological Association chooses
one psychologist who it feels has perfonned some outstanding
or exemplary activity.
Miller was chosen to receive the award because of his work
with Russians after the Armenian earthquake and for actions
concerning child neglect and family violence.
Miller is a Diplomat in Clinical Psychology for the American
Board of Professional Psychology and has served on the
Kentucky State Board of Psychology. He has also served as
president of the Association of V.A Chief Psychologists and
the Kentucky Psychological Association.
"Miller's contributions to the science and practice of psychology and to the training of future generations of psychologists
will be a lasting legacy," said Dr. Arthur L. Shechet, KPA
president and award presenter. "He has set the highest standards for professional and personal achievement and integrity,
and has been a professional role model for many psychologists
in Kentucky."

C R Books
& Mus.ic
Tannm1 S.lon A Sto..le Rcncal

Come in and check out the
hottest swimsuits in town for
women, juniors, men, and

Opening for:

Special Orders ·

children:

~~nator in ·

(ollege of ~n~ A~ ~-~mmunicati~ns

LaB/anca
Studio IAB/anca
Speedo
On the Beach
Backflips
Breakingwaves
Manhallan Beachwear

.'

NEW B ULBS!
Monday-Thursday 8 a.m.-10 p.m.
Friday 8 a.m.-9 p.m.,
Saturday 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Closed on Sundays

"Murray's Premier
Tanning Salon"
812 Whitnell Ave.
(Behind Bel-Air Center)

'•

Hwy. 641 N.
• (1/4 mile past Wal-Mart)

753-READ (7323)
FAX 753-1168

_...,.

'r

.

hpse·ihteres~ed in interviewing for
the ,positi'On should contact the
SGA office at 762-6951.
• must be a student In COllege of Fine A~ •
Communications.

Tanning: 753-3333
Storage: 753-3853

Brothers of

would like

Congratulate the ·

a PI Ple3ge C-----.....
jeremy Baker
Brian Bridgeman
Corey Bryan
Clint Darden
David Gray
Ted Maras
Brian Millner
jon Rhodes
Quinton Sandefur
Mike Spanner
jess Thompson
Kwang-Won Kang
ason Yates

·
Funded by SGA

CHICKEN
NUGGETS
NSALE

TRY SOME TODAY!

Have you hatJ your break today?

...

.
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Women tackle new sport
now have an average of 12
people attending practice on
Tuesdays and Thursdays at
the intramural field.
Fifteen people are necessary
on the field at all times, so the
club is still seeking more players.
"Our goal is to gain some
more experience and learn
how to play the game," Bishop
said.
She said, rugby, based on
Canadian football, is literally
a sport where you attack the
person who has the ball. It's
very rough, but fun and active.
Players can not be afraid of
the rain either, because games
are played in all kinds of
weather.
Josh Andrews, president of
the men's rugby team, has
been helping the women during practice.
The women have games

HEATHER MARIE MARTIN
STAFF WRITfR

For all you girls who want to
get down and dirty, women's
rugby is your calling.
Last semester, a group of
girls attended a men's rugby
match and became interested.
They thought about it over
Christmas break and Holly
Bishop, president of the newly
founded women's rugby team,
acted on the idea.
She contacted Sherri
Gallimore, intra-collegiate
sports and recreation director,
who gave her information on
how to start Murray's first
women's rugby team.
Bishop and her friend Anna
Parker, vice president of the
club, posted flyers to attract
the attention of any girl associated with Murray State.
They had a good turnout and

BY GREG STARtc
AsASTANT $PollS

Chris Weatherly/Staff
Anna Parker, freshman from Georgia, and Mendy Adair, sophomore from Lexington, train for the upcoming rugby games.

coming up against Vanderbilt,
Tennessee Tech and Eastern
Kentucky.
Later on in the season, they
have a big tournament, the

Country Line Dancing
Lessons
When: Feb. 11
Where: Long John
Silvers
Time: ? ·10 p.m. (every
Tuesday night through
April)
Cost: Free to
MSU Students

Nash Bash.
As for the rest of the season,
all Bishop can say is, "We
want to be compet~tive."

EoiTOit

Contrary to popular belief, ~e men's and women's soccer
teams will not become intercollegiate sportS.
Instead, they will be made into club sports.
Jim Bauter. Curris Center and student life director, sees
this as an opportunity for students.
"rd like to see men's and women's soccer as an intercollegiate sport, put now it will go under club status, so 1 think
it will provide an oppOrtunity for the students," he snid.
Sherri Gallimore, the intra-collegiate sports and recreation director, feels that though she would like to see a
University soccer team; as a club sport it wiU be a success.
*I anticipate it having a great deal of success because a lot
of students on campus are waiting for the opportunity to
play soccer,• Gallimore said.
Club soccer, even though it ia not an official sport, can be
played against other sChools. It •will not be funded as elabo-rately as ofticial college sports, however.
Baurer &eetJ this as an advan~e.
WJ'he club program will play against other universities,
but will not be t\mded as much aa intercollegiate sports and
will pot be under NCAA regulations," he aaid.
He added.. "'rm happy with it being a club sport. I'm sure
it will fill the students' needs."

Wolff System Tanning Center
Olympic Plaza

753-WOLF

If you·~ lookina f<W lbAl pcd~ tan. &heft'• no.-!
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Put the wrap on your
Val en tine!
We are proud to
introduce the WRAP.

1. 9 9

Limited time only

Buy one get the next
209 N. 12th St.
759-9622

1510 Chestnut St.

.,

753-4~95 ~

o n e f o r 1/2 p r'i c e .
Choose from Chicken, Shrimp
or Fish
Choose from these sauces Flaming Cajun,
Caesar, Classic Tarter and
Picante.

Valentine's Day Only!

Start your WEEKEND off right with

'\1th@ Ciin~ ~ ~

orts
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MSU Crew turns heads at meet

Basketball teams
take show on road
The basketball Racers
and Lady Racers will travel
for the next few games.
The men will travel to
Tennessee State on Feb. 8,
with game time at 7:45
p.m., Austin Peay Feb. I0,
game time at 7:45 p.m. and
Tennessee Tech Feb. 13,
with game time at 7 p.m.
. The women travel with
the men to Tennessee
State and Austin Peay, with
both games starting 5:45
p.m., respectively.

•Crew: The Crew team,
still in its first year finds
success at their first com·
petitive event of the spring.

"With all of the team's hard
work, we knew .we would do
well," he said. "They (other
teams) are surprised that we
are proving to be a powerhouse
in only our first year."

Olivia Monzon, team anchor
from
Anchorage, Alaska,
claimed first place in the womIn the first competition of the en's novice 2,000 meter race,
spring, the Murray State Crew with a time of seven minutes
team found unprecedented and 42.1 seconds, despite the
success at the University of fact that this is her first year of
Tennessee at Chattanooga competition.
Indoor Rowing Championships.
"I went in planning to do my
The team traveled to the best, and the support of my
event expecting to bring honors teammates helped me," she
home, but they didn't how said.
many.
There were several other
Coach Steve Marchino, who
rowers
"who turned in personalselected 'his top 12 rowers to
best performances as well.
compete in coxswain, novice
and team relay events, was not
In the men's division, Matt
surprised by his team's success. Griffin placed fourth in a field
BY EDDIE GRANT

SPORTS EDITOR

Indoor track team
goes to SIU meet
In preparation for the
upcoming OVC champi·
onships, the Murray State
men's and women's indoor
track teams will travel to
the
Southern
Illinois
Invitational at Carbondale
this weekend.

0

.

Olivia Monzon rows her way to a gold med al, at the UT·
Chattanooga Indoor Rowing Championships.

of 38, with a time of six minutes
and 57.7 seconds and Jaime
Wooten finishing fifth, Brian
Howell seventh and Kevin
Hawkins 11th.

•Basketball:
The
men's team stays
undefeated at home
after winning the
fourth game of their
homestand.

Former Murray State
defensive back Joe March
has made the roster for
the Nashville Ka~. i mem·
ber of the Arena Football
league ..March was a mem·
ber of the Racers from
1985 to 1989.

Bv EDDIE GRANT
SPORTS EDITOR

_Ri~e

team t o host
West Virginia

On Sunday, Feb. 9, the
Murray State rifle team will
compete in a shoulder-toshoulder
tournament
against the rifling West
Virginia Mountaineers at
Pat Spurgin Rifle Rapge.

Most Vtltuable
jason McKinney,
Olivia Monzon

. Sports 1i"ivia
NHL Hockey
On Tuesday night, ·
this Pittsburgh
Penguin became only
fifth player in NHL
history to acquire 600
goals scored and 600
assists. and he did so
in 719 games. Who is
it?

..

On the women's side, Julie
Matheny placed n.inth,with a
time of eight minutes and 16
seconds, with Charmaine
Thomas
lOth,
Christine

Childress
11th,
Sarah
Fruedenburg 13th and Jenny
Polletti 15th.
In the coxswain division,
Renah Rushing ·placed fifth and
Holly Edmunds lOth among 28
competitors.
The crew team's next event is .
March 8. They will travel to
Natchitoches, La., for the
Northwestern State Crew
Training and Regatta. After
that they will compete in
Regattas in Atlanta, April 9th,
and in the Oak Ridge Southern
Invitational
Rowing
Championships, April 15.
Also, attempts are currently
being made for Murray State to
host a regatta some time this
spring. It would be held at
Kenlake State Resort Park,
where the team practices. No
plans have been made yet.

Racers make easy work of UT-Martin

Former Racer
becomes Kat

Jason McKinney and
Olivia Monzon are the
Racers of the Week.
McKinney, junior from
Georgetown, Ill., who was
the Racer of the Week last
week, backed up his win at
SEMO in the 800 meters
with a victory in the mile
run
at the
Indiana
University Invitational last
weekend.
Monzon, freshman from
Anchorage, Alaska, earned
a gold medal for placing
first in the 2000·meter
women's novice division of
the
University
of
Tennessee at Chattanooga
Indoor
Rowing
Championships.
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Danny VowelV Visual Editor

D.T. Hayes tries to pass the ball over aUT-Martin defender in the Racer's 8869 win at Racer Arena Saturday nlght.The win gives MSU a 9·0 home record.

In a seemingly easy victory Saturday afternoon,
the Murray State men's
basketball team handed
the Skyhawks of UTMartin an 88-69 de.feat.
ln the beginning, it
looked to be the Sky
hawks who would dominate the game, as they
held the lead for. the first
eight
minutes .
The
Racers, however, never let
the lead extend beyond
three points, and an
Aaron Page bucket gave
Murray a 12-lllead.
From there the Racer's
lead grew with the help of
two three-pointers from D.
T. Mayes and one trey
apiece from Vincent
Rainey, Aaron Page and
Darren Dawson.
With three minutes
remaining, the Racers
extended the lead to to 10,
their largest of the first
half.
Though Murray went
into the half with an
eight-point advantage,
they shot only 40 percent
from the field.
A strong Racer defense
pulled down 20 rebounds
and grabbed six steals.

This, combined with a 35
percent shooting performance from the Sky
hawks, contributed to the
38-30 halftime score.
When the two teams
took the floor to start the
second half, neither got off
to an explosive start. In
fact, the only points
scored in the first four
minutes were a pair of
Murray free throws.
Then, at the 15:30
mark, Mayes rekindled
the Racers flame by hitting a three-pointer that
kicked off a 15-4 run. As
momentum continued to
build, so did the noise
level of the 3,741 people
that looked on.
With just over 10 minutes left to play, a Matt
Harris lay-up pushed the
Racers' lead to 20. UTMartin appeared to collapse and unable to slow
Murray's momentum. The
Racers' Jeremy Story, a
6'0" sophomore guard
from Benton, hit his first
and only three-pointer of
the night in the closing
minutes of the game.
With less than a minute
to play, Murray hit their
final basket, bringing the
final score to 88-69.
The win pushed the
Racers' record against
UT-Martin to 12-0, which
includes a perfect 9-0
record at home.
High scorers for the
Racers were
Vincent
Rainey with 22, D.T.
Mayes with 21, Darren

Dawson added 14, Aaron
Page scored 12,
OVC assist leader Chad
Townsend added 10 points
of his own, all coming
from the free throw line.
Head
coach
Mark
Gottfried was proud of the
way his team played.
"Today was a good team
win," he said. "I am excit·
ed about where we are
now."
Combined with Austin
Peay's loss to Southeast
Missouri on Monday
.night, the Racers' moved
into sole possession of first
place in the OVC.
Regarding the Racers'
four-game road trip,
Gottfried said he is out to
win them all.
"We are going to be the
attacker," he said. "We
will do our best to win four
games."
The Racers first road
trip game was Thursday
was against the Southeast
Missouri State Indians in
Cape Girardeau.
Then Saturday they
travel to Nashville to face
the
Tennessee State
Tigers at 7:45 p.m.
Next they will travel to
Clarksville, Tenn. to battle Austin Peay Monday.
Thursday, they go to
Tennessee Tech, for their
final road game of the season before returning home
for their final three games
against Morehead State,
Eastern Kentucky and
Eastern Illinois.

Dopwell's arrival causes storm for KHSAA
Recently, Graves County
High School senior Jomo
Dop'well's eligibility for the
Eagles this season was in
check.

.

Dopwell, who came to Graves
County from the Virgin Islands
last year, has been at the center of controversy. Many high
school coaches around the First
Region questioned the eligibility of Dopwell, and signed a
petition stating they didn't
want to see Dopwell on the
court.
After that, the KHSAA origi·
nally ruled that Dopwell was
not allowed to play. Dopwell's
lawyer, David Hargrove, then
filed an appeal, which would
allow him to play until a decision was made on the appeal.
The Dopwell soap opera
cooled down until earlier this
year, when Calloway County
forfeited one of its games with
Graves. It was not known at

Marshall then reversed its
decision and played Graves.
The Eagles still came away
with the victory without the
presence of Dopwell.
Then, last week, the final
GREG
bombshell in the Oopwell case
STARK
was dropped. The appeal by
Hargrove was successful and
Dopwell will play.
I feel that this is a ground
the time why Ca11oway decided breaking decision by the
to forfeit. Besides automatical- KHSAA. While people continue
ly losing the game, Calloway to object to the trend of
also had to fork over $500 to "recruiting" high school playthe KHSAA. Soon after decid- ers, the KHSAA decision
ing
forfeit the game, it was appears to be one that further
discovered that the Lakers endorses the idea. Schools
would not play the game as across the state that are
long as Dopwell was on the rumored to recruit (University
court.
,
Heights, for example) will now
Marshall County made the go to such territories as the
same decision soon after to for- Virgin Islands, and find that
feit, and personnel at Graves they will be able to keep
decided to pull Dopwell out of recruits for more than a year
the lineup until the matter of and the KHSAA can do nothing
the appeal was resolved. about it.

Sports
Talk

to

I hope that the trend of
recruiting players doesn't
extend to Graves County. The
school's reputation will certainly be tarnished if they siart to
bring in outsiders to play basketball for their program. But
Kentucky is a basketball state,
and people in this state have
the ability to do anything to
make their basketball programs better.
I had the pleasure of watching Graves play twice this year,
and, in one game, I discovered
what life without Jomo might
be like.
Graves was playing in an
excruciating format, where
there were two sessions of
three games. The format was
also excruciating for the fans
because some of them may
have had to sit through six
games that day at Metropolis,
Ill.
The Eagles were playing Alcoa, Tenn., and it was a

very close game throughout.
Dopwell got in foul trouble, and
the players, who were amateu
rish compared to Dopwell, certainly held their own with this
team from Tennessee, and at
times played better than them.
With Allan Hatcher's superior
coaching and the smart, slowdo)Yn playing skills Graves possessed without Dopwell in the
lineup, the Eagles finally prevailed in a close one.
So why did Graves need
Dopwe11 when they could do
just as well without him? The
question, as well as a lot of
questions that hamper athlet·
ics today, will remain unanswered.
A perfect ending for
Dopwell's career may soon be
approaching. Many feel a
regional and state title may be
in the works for Graves, and
those tournaments are rapidly
getting nearer.

. Sports
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Lady Racers end ·homestand on top
Misty
Murray quickly, outshooting the Lady
Pie rceall:
Racers from the field 27 to 21 percent,
The junior point
and led 23-19 at the break.
guard from Mayfield
The second half was a different story
scored
a career-high
for the Lady Racers, however. The
25 points in the conteam played aggressively on both
ference victory over
defense and offense, forcing the
the UT-Martin Lady
Skyhawks into 13 turnovers and 32
BY C HRIS j ONES
Skyhawks.
percent shooting from the floor for the
STAFF WaiTER
game. Murray shot 75 percent from "We didn't have a good first half, but
The Lady Racers basketball team the floor in the second half and con- we stepped it up in the second half
beat the UT-Martin Lady Skyhawks nected on 18- 23 from the charity and played to our capabilities."
Saturday to up their record to 8-11 (5- stripe. The Lady Racers finished the
Leading the way for the Lady Racers
6 in the Ohio Valley Conference). It game with a 40 percent field goal average.
was
guard Misty Pierceall, who tallied
was the last game of a four game home
25
points, and center Stephaine
stand.
"We had to show up to play because
Minor,
who scored 17 points and
The Skyhawks, who fell to 5-14 with we didn't when we had went down
grabbed
16 rebounds for her lOth
the 62-52 loss, jumped on top of there," assistant coach Rob Cross said.

•Women's Bask etball: The
Lady Racers will hit the road
after ending their homestand
with a victory over the UTMartin Skyhawks.

Indoor track victorious
•Indoor Track: The indoor track team
displays winning ways at the Indiana
Invitational, with Jason McKinney
and Dawn Miller placing high in
events.
Bv GREG

STARK

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOl

Jason McKinney's first-place finish in the
mile run paced the Racer indoor track team
last weekend at the Indiana University
Invitational at Bloomington.
McKinney, junior from Georgetown, Ill.,
won an event for the second consecutive week
following a victory at the Southeast Missouri
Invitational in the 800-meter run.
McKinney's time of 4:17.43 seconds was
the season's best for him, while teammate
Keith Jared finished lOth in the event.
Also turning in a strong effort was Reggie
Clark, who placed eighth in the long jump.
Overall, the men finished 11th out of 13
teams, with Indiana taking first-place honors.
On the women's side, Dawn Miller finished
fourth in the shotput, with Teresa Powell
placing 11th in the event.
...
•

Polina Morozova fmished seventh in the
long jump and eighth in the triple jump,
while Sara Willis placed eighth in the high
jump.
Head coach Bob Doty felt the meet was a
good experience and helped prepare the
Racers for future competition.
"It gives the kids good competition, and
they are going to put forward some effort in
practice," he said. "We feel that we get more
good out of tough competitions than bad."
Doty added that he was pleased with the
Racers' performance.
"For the competition, I felt we did well," he
said. "We had several personal bests and
Jason McKinney won the mile."
Doty feels the upcoming meet, the
Southern Illinois Invitational this weekend,
will be another tough challenge, but not as
tough as the IU meet.
"The W meet was tougher, with many
tougher schools, but this also has some tough
schools," he said.
In preparation for this meet, Doty feels his
team needs to step to a higher level in practice.
"We are going to do what we have been
doing, we are going to step it up a little
more," he said.

career double-double.
"Misty <Pierceall) had 25 points and
Stephaine (Minor) had another double- double and we just really kicked it
in down the stretch," Cross said.
Minor Haid teamwork was crucial in
the victory.
..We won because we played toget~
er as a team," Minor said. "Our shooters stepped up and hit the open shots
when we needed them."
Center Becky Crowe led the
Skyhawks in scoring with 17 points
and three rebounds.
"There's no reason that we can't win
the OVC tournament the way we're
playing right now," Cross said. "If we
keep things rolling, then we can do it.

We just have to go out and play every
night."
Minor agreed with Cross' assess-·
ment.
"With the way the standings are
right now, the OVC is wide open. Any
team can beat any team on any given
night," she said.
The Lady Racers are currently gearing up for a three game road trip. The
women play Tennessee State on
Saturday, then travel to Clarksville,
Tenn. to take on Austin Peay Monday.
"This is an important swing for us
this weekend because we have to
prove that we can beat teams on the
road," Cross said. "'We just have to win
on the road."

Riders win at WKU
•Equestrian: The participants on the Murray State
equestrian team ride away
from Bowling Green with
many first place awards
and other high finishes.
STAFF R EPORT

The
Murray
State
Equestrian team found much
success in their first four
shows.
The ahows were a part of the
Intercollegiate Horse Show
which was held at Western
Kentucky University, Jan. 2425.
The show consisted of two
shows on Friday and two sHows
on Saturday. Each rider in
each division competed in these
shows.
At the end of each show, the
points of each rider from each
school were tallied to determine the overall points champiod. A reserve points champion
was crowned as well.

In the show's open pattern
division, Ella Hakanson garnered two first place awards on
Friday, and two second places
on Saturday. Other Murray
riders who placed were Tiffany
Weingarter, Nathern Smith
and Christy Miller.
In the open stock seat division, Cara Leach placed, while
Hakanson, Weingarter and
Miller all performed well.
In the intermediate II division, Rebecca Hayden placed
first twice, along with second
and
fi fth place finishes.
Danielle Konneth, Rebecca
Gertz, Michelle Francis and
Susan Appleyard also placed.
Francis received two third
places in the advanced division
as well.
Murray also displayed talent
in the beginner's division.
Michelle Alfather received first
place three out of the four
times she rode. The team's
showing in t his event was
helped by efforts from Kelly
Scott, James J AcksOn and l.isa
Grupka.

When all of the rounds were
done, the time carne to taHy up
the points each rider earned for
their team in competition.
In the first show on Friday,
host Wester n Kentucky took
high point team, with Murray
taking high reserve point team.
The results of Friday's second
show saw the Murray State rid·
ers fall to third with Western
again taking first and
Southwest Missouri taking second. Murray's Ella Hakanson
took reserve high point rider
for this show.
The team's performance in
Saturday's first show earned
them the high point title, with
Southern Illinois receiving
high reserve point team.
Murray was awarded the
reserve high point team for the
second show, with Southwest
Missouri State taking the high
point crown. Ella Hakanson
won reserve high point rider in
both shows.
The equestrian team's next
challenge will come Feb. 14-15
at Tr uman University in
Truman, Ill.

would like to
welcome the
Gamma Delta
pledge class

You;ve had burgers and fries. You may have even tried putting
fries on your burgers. But, no matter how you try them, they're still
just burgers and fries. So give up and try something different.
Something like Arby's lean and tender Roast Beef piled high on a
toasted sesame seed bun. With an order of Arby's original crispy
Curly Fries on the s1de. Now that's different!
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Arby's 507 N. 12th St.
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1sausage and Egg Biscuit

I

¢
99

:llm
ltMop<rcoupon
one per person

I
1Beef and Cheddar and
~ I
1Regular Curly Fry

~io.nt ~· :limlt~!:2~ ~~
Exp1res 2121

one per person
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Expires 2121
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Rifle team successful at UT-Martin tournament
•Rifle: The MSU Rifle
team came home from a
UT-Martin
tournament
with many awards and
honors.
CHRIS j ONES
SPORTS STAFF W RITER

The rifle team traveled to the
University of Tennessee-Martin over the weekend for
the Ohio Valley Conference
Championship. The team
brought home the championship sparked by key performances from sophomore Ken
Hicks and freshman Marra
Hastings.
"I was very excited going into

the match and was confident
that we could win the thing,"
said Hicks. "1 never had a
doubt in my mind because I
knew we had the ability to do
it."
Murray State won the smallbore competition ousting
Tennessee Tech by the score of
4,606-4,578
Tennessee-Martin placed third
with a score of 4,561 followed
by Morehead State who scored
4,418.

A sophomore
from Morrison
Colorado,
Hicks recieved
the Most
Valuable
Performer

In the air rifle competition,
edged out Tennessee
Tech 1,530-1,529. UT-Martin
placed third with 1,483,
Morehead State finished fourth
with 1,457 total points and
Austin Peay scored fifth totaling 1,299 points.

well for the other teams were
Tennessee Tech's Sara Haas-Para who shot a 1,166 and
Tennessee-Martin's
Matt
Fetterman and Hugh Rae who
totaled a score of 1,160 and
In smallbore competition, the 1,154, respectively.
team was led by Ken Hicks'
"I think we tried very hard
performance as he received the and it paid off," said Hastings,
individual champion honors a double All-Ohio Valley
with a score of 1,169. Marra Conference performer. "We
Hastings also shot well for the knew we could win it and we
Racers scoring 1,156. Shooting just got the job done."

Murray was led by Marra
Hastings in the air rifle competition. Hastings totaled 391
points, one point shy of Charity
Jacobsen, the individual champion from Tennessee Tech.
Murray placed four men1bers
on the All-Ohio Valley
Conference team. They were
Marra Hastings (391), Ken
Hicks (387), Jake Fisher (383)
and Joel Antonioli (382-22, by
tie-breaker).

Ken Hicks:

"In the first shoot (sDlallbore), I wasn't to happy with
my performance, but then I got
to the next shoot (air rifle) and
I knew I bad to make up for it
and I did," Hastings said. "I felt
pretty good about the job I did
there."
Hicks was pleaesd with his
MVP performance as well.
"I never thought that I would
win the MVP but it happened, "
he said. "It was just an awesome feeling, it was unbelievable."
Murray will be honored in a
ceremony at a later date at the
NCAA Qualifying Round. In
March, the team will host the
NCAA championships in which
Ken Hicks is looking very for-

~urray

ward to.
"We will win the NCAA
championship in March," he.
said. "We're hosting it and I
know we're gonna win it."
The next step for the rifle
team toward the NCAA
Championships comes this
weekend.
They will host a shoulder-toshoulder tournament with the
Mountaineers
from
the
University of West Virginia.
The tournament will take
place on Sunday at the Pat
Spurgin. Rifle Range, located at
Stewart Stadium. This is the
last match before the NCAA
Championships March 6 and7.

Wilson continues to. recover Women's team practices for
STAFF REPORT

After a fall during a routine on Jan. 27, cheerleader Nancy Wilson is doing better.
According to Wilson's mother Terri Hon,
Wilson was moved from her private room into
intensive care, but is now back in a private
room, and doing well.
She also said they are trying to reduce

Wilson's medication, and work on getting rid of
her headaches.
Wilson has started physical therapy, and by
doing so has started the long road to recovery; as
well.
Hon added that it is not yet known when
Wilson will be released from the hospital and
able to return home. Though she could be
released sometime this weekend.

Sigma Chi defeats Alpha Sigs
•Intramurals: The Greek
basketball league played
its first games this week.
GREG STARK
AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Sigma Chi defeated Alpha
Sigma Phi in intramural basketball action Wednesday
night at Racer Arena.

Jason Aidman and Shane
McMillan led Sigma Chi with
10 points each.
The Sigma Chi's played without injured player Bobby
Goebel, who head coach Casey
Lacefield said is the heart and
soul oftbe team.
Lacefield said it was a tough
game, but knew his team could
pull out the victory.

"It went pretty much the way
we expected it," he said. "They
were pretty good, but we knew
we·could take them."
Sigma Chi led 21-13 at halftime, then jumped out to a 14point lead to start second half,
but the Alphas cut it to 31-26
late in the game.
Sigma Chi managed to bold
on and win by a score of 45-34

ovc·through
-Tennis: The MSU
womens tennis team is
working hard and practicing as they get ready
for a challenging spring
semester of play.
B Y EDDIE GRANT
SPO«TS EDITOI

The Murray State women's
tennis squad is preparing for
what will hopefully be another
successful season of Ohio
Valley Conference play.
Though the team does not
enter into conference play
until early March, they have
been practicing, and gearing
up for a short indoor tournament season.

indoor matches

"These indoor matches are
An added piece of good news
to give us some match experi- for the team is Keasling fmalences," said women's coach ly acquired a player she has
Connie Keasling.
been trying to get for the past
Since the only available two years.
courts at Murray are outdoors,
Nichole Petrie, a junior from
the team has been practicing Plano, Texas had to fulfill
at facilities near Kentucky NCAA eligibility requirements
Lake. Though it remains to be before she could come to
seen how the team will fare Murray State.
indoors, Keasling believes the
Keasling said that she had
match play will be a help to to attend two years at a junior
her team.
college before she could transThey will play a totaJ of six fer here to Murray.
indoor matches. For the first
Keasling believes this team
they will travel to Richmond has strong potential.
for a tournament at Eastern
"They are a hard working
Kentucky University Feb. 21- bunch that is ready to play,"
22.
she said. ,"I have a solid team."
Keasling said she wanted to
After all indoor matches are
get an early start this year, over, conference play begins
and the indoor matches were March 1 in a tournament in
the only way to do this.
St. Louis, Mo.

Judicial
Board

ongratulation~
LOOKING FORTALENTED AND ENERGETIC STUDENTS TO
WORK WITH ClllLDREN IN OUR 8 WEEK PROGRAMS
LOCATED IN THE MOUNTAINS OF MASSACHUSETTS.
SALARY, ROOM&BOA.RD, AND TRAVEL PAY!

,.,~:::::..=',:r,;:L::::::...
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,

~···

lchelle Taylor
for a great

PROGRAMS INCLUDE: ARCHER Y, BASEBALL,
BASKETBALL, CAMPING, DANCE, GOLF, GYMNASTICS,
HOCKEY, HORSEBACK, LACROSSE, NATURE, SAIUNG,
SOCCER. SWIMMING, TENNIS, WATER-SKI
G~

~

phon-a-~hon

ro APPLY!
SECRETARIES AND NURSES NEEDED!
CARING

_:: \

STAFF ALSO IJIVlTE:D

CALL, 800-494-6238 FOR MORE INFO!!

.Meeting

t

(})

Peb. 11, 6. p.m.
Mississippi Boom
Curris Center

Valentine-s Dance
Feb. 13. 1997

Sig1na Love,
your sisters

COME VISIT WlTH OUR REPRESENTATIVE AT THE CAMP
FAIR- MONDAY, FEBRUARY lOTH IN THE CAREER CENTER
OR

..

.'.

CouPle $3 Sin!!les $2
OrdwaY LobbY. 7·10 P.m.
Proceeds to the American Heart
Association
SPOnsored bY SPrineer·franklin Colleee
Refreshments served.
SundaY or Semi·formal dress.

Washers still

75¢

~~~==~~~
-~
~----

Seniors

6 a.m. - 11 p.m.

Sweetheart
of a deal
Sweatshirt Sale

Consider This

25°/o OFF
Entire Stock of MSU Sweatshirts,
Selected Jackets

Laundry Service & Alterations

& Children's Apparel

Fartners Fartnacy
I

,"I

•

Dixieland Center
759-2248

f

You're Invited!!
VVl' in vi tl' you to stop by (1nd sec our
full line of

I
~

I
I

Reptile Feeds and Supplies
including crickets, mice, r{1ts, ,1nd '11l\.llworm..;!
I
f

Feb. 7-14

Only 9 p ercent of the workforce hold
advanced degrees.
But they account for 36 percent of the
2.
positions paying more than $100,000
per year!
Join the growing number of students entering a
1.

While you are here select a

Valentine Balloon Bouquet
for your Special Sweetheart
fREE On-Campus Delivery

graduate study at Murray State. Give yourself a
better opportunity for:
1.

2.

University Bookstore
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.- 8 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Greater flexibility and more rapid
career advancement.
A higher beginning salary that remains
with you throughout your careers.

#

Sunday 1-4 p.m.

•
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Men's
Basketb all

OVC standings

Murray State 88,
Tennessee-Martin 69,

As of Feb. 5

Saturday at Racer Arena
TENNESSEE-MARTIN (69)
Nelson 9-19 2-3 20, Harper 2·
6 1-2 5, Crumby 1-6 0-0 2,
Owens 4-12 4-4 13, Wright 2-8
0-0 5, Cude 2-4 0-0 6, Castle 13 4-4 6 , McFadden 1-3 0-0 3,
Castle 0-0 0-0 0, Burge 0-0 0-0
0, DeMichael 2-6 5-5 9, Hassett
0-0 0-0 0. Totals 24-67 16-18 69.
MURRAY STATE (88)
Hamilton 0-0 1-2 1, Rainey 819 4-5 22. Dahl1-1 0-0 2,
Townsend 0-5 10-10 10, Mayes
8-15 1-2 2, Dawson 5-9 2-3 14,
Martin 0-1 0-0 0, Story 1-2 0·0
3, Aaron Page 5-7 1-1 9,
Mansfield 0-1 0-0, Harris 1-4 12 3. Totals 29-64 20-25 88.
Halftime - Murray State38,
Tennessee-Martin 30. Threepoint field goals - TennesseeMartin 5·20 (Harper 0-1 , Owens
1-6, Wright 1·5, Cude 2-4,
Castle 0·1 , McFadden 1-3),
Murray State ( Rainey 2-4,
Townsend 0-2, Mayes 4-10,
Darren Dawson 2-5 Martin 0·1
Story 1-1 Page 1-3). Fouled out
- Tennessee Martin {Crumby).
Rebounds- Tennessee-Martin
38 (Nelson 13), Murray State 43
(Rainey 9).Assists-Tennessee
Martin 16 (Owens 6), Murray
State 23 (Townsend 8). Total

P

can,
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u n a I s
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E. I
wall to be Wilh you next JNMk·
end. My world withOU1 you sucks I tove
you more than anything. And you knoW
this. Love, W
Joy, t·m sad to know that the temple is
moving to SIU, bull'm glad you got what
you wanted Yout Best Friend, RlCO
Kee4 · I'm glad 10 see you finally put some
"padding" on your sore kneel Sutton
SigEp pledges • Congratulations! Wei·
come ro the family! Irs going to be a great
semester! We tow you! Love, The Gold·
en Hearts.
r · Don't be '"Blue." 1still loVe you!

Jat
CRJ <447 Comer CIBW: Hit Here you all
are In the paper. Now leave me alone! •
Mandy
A..\fls: Mardl Gras IS com1119 Feb 21 I
Are you ready? •Mandy
Thanks .un lor another Informative Haz·
ing Serrnnar. • sisters ol Afd
RICO · The temple Is open 24 hours a day
lor you! .k1y
-NON-~ADffiONAL SMILES•.. FEB.
14 from 11:30 .a.m.- 1:30 p.m In the
Campus Collee Shop. Free donuts, col·
fee, and sodelor non-tradtional students.
Sponsored by UCB for more lnlo contact
6951.

l<lm Sutton • Congratulations on bemg
accepted at SIU.C School of Uiw! We're
proud ol you1 .stelanie and l.eighAM
LSAT Prep Course lor students wishing
10 enter taw school In 1998 on Saturday,
Feb. 15, from 9am.·12p.m. irii&TBidg.,
room 106 Contact the Offi~ of Commu·
nrly Educatoo at 762·2160
Congrats Meredith Major on being norm·
nated Greek Woman ol the Year, • sis·
tars of Af.1
HAPPY VALENTI NE'S DAY! Alliance
WIU be seUing "Valentine sweet-signs" for
$1, on the second floor o1 the Corns Cen·
ter: Feb.10&11, from 8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
come aod show that special someone
that you care.
Suuuueee-e, Congratulations on beoorn·
ing the new •·KS" Oueen. I am so proud ol

you, especially how you milk them oowsl
Love, Tootle

Beach 0-0 1-2 1, Higgins 0-1 00 0, Meadors 0-2 0-0 0, Paige
0-1 3-4 3.
Halftime Tennessee-Martin
23, Murray State 19. Threepoint field goals-TennesseeMartin 6-21 {Melton 0-3, Hicks12. Crowe 2-7, Thornton 0-2,
Rice 1-3, Faulkner2-3, Cox 0-1).
Murray State 4-11 ( Pierceall 410, Coltharp 0-1 ). Fouled Out
Tennessee-Martin ( Hicks)
Murray State (Paige). Assists
Tennessee-Martin 12 (Crowe
4). Murray State 12 (Johnson
7). Total fouls TennesseeMartin 20, Murray State 17.
Technical fouls TennesseeMartin team/bench (1).

fouls - Tennessee Martin 22,
Murray State 19. Technical
fouls - none.
A - 3,741

ovc
Murray State
Austin Peay
Eastern Illinois
Middle Tenn.
SE Missouri
Tenn. Tech
Tenn. St.
Tenn.-Martin
Morehead State
Eastern Kentucky

9-3
8-4
8-4
8-5
7-4
6-5
4-7
4-8
3-8
2-11

Intramural
Basketball

Women's
Basketball

Fraternity Standings

Murray State ~2,
Tennessee-Martin 52

As of Feb. 5
Lambda Chi Alpha
Alpha Sigma Phi
Sigma Pi
Alpha Tau Omega
Sigma Chi
Alpha Gamma Rho
Pi Kappa Alpha

Saturday at Racer Arena
TENNESSEE-MARTIN (52)
Melton 1-5 0·0 2, Hicks 3·9 0·
1 7, Crowe 6-18 3-4 17,
Thornton 0-3 0-0 0, Gates 0-2
0-1 0, Rice 1-4 0-0 3, Faulkner
3-5 2-4 10, Harris 4-8 5-7 13,
Williams 0-0 0-0 0, Cox 0-1 0-0
0.
MURRAY STATE (62)
Hunt 4-8 4-5 12, Litle 1-3 0-0
Minor 4-11 9-11 17, Pierceall
8·15 5-7 25, Johnson 0-1 0-0
0, Coltharp 1·2 0-0 2,

Kaodl • rm 10 proud ol a' you have
accomplishedl • & Loyalty, YSM St.fanie
~n Member ol the Week - Tracy
Rlchey. You've done a terriHc Job as pres·
ident and WI will miss you. Good Luck.
we1t be thlnlang about you. Loyally, your
sisters In Ah!l .
Rippy - F!oppies.
CAW • Be lool(lng tor a surprise, Love,
Smiley Boy :·)
Ang18 · You were walderfutln campus
Ughto. We are very piOUd ol you . • your
sisters 1n Ar.6
Smeathers ·Seen anyone In light looties
la!Sy?
The next Student Law Asaociallon Meet·
ing Will be this Thursday, Feb. 13, at 3:30
p.rn II\ the CUmberiand Room.
Bee- Thanks I()( an your hard wotk. You
definitely deserve MVP. Jason
'

Overall
14-6
11-11
10-9
14-9
10-11
10-9
7-14
7-14
5-14
4-17

Notice

!="rae PregMncY Tl6ts UfeHouse 7530700.

Lose pounds and Inches fOt ~ $1 a
day. 100% Guarantee. Call 753-0495
after8 pm.
Seiad Cart from $175. Por&chea, Cadil·
lacs, Chellys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4W0's. Your Area . Toll Free 1·
80().216-9000 Ext. A·7508 for current list·

lnga.
GIRLS WANTED · Ages 13·19 lor Miss
Kentucky Teen AD ArnericanfJPageanl
For free lnlormahon, caJI ll()(l.a88-8413
You must ask lor SuSie.
AT:TENTION MARRIED WOMEN ·Con·
testants wanted for 1997 Mr. Kenruoky
Americai!D Pageant. For free Information.
800-68&-8413, You rrust ask 1or
Judy.

can

SCOTT ANTIOUE MARKET • 1,600
Exhlbrtor Booths. Febl\lary 15 & 16
monthly. November thru June. Ohio ExpO
Center· Columbus, Ohio, 1·71 , Exst 171h
Ave . 614-569-4112.
BE YOUR OWN BOSS • Eam $2500
parHme-$8000 full·bme per month processing insurance clalma lor heallhcare
providers. Software purchase required
plus computer. F1nanclng available
httpJ!Www.eamsl.com 800·722-SAMS.

1-0
1-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

Sorority and
Independent Standings
As of Feb. 5
Alpha Omicron Kappa
Alpha Gamma Delta

2-0
1·0

Alpha Omicron Pi
Baptist Student Union
Alpha Sigma Alpha
Sigma Sigma Sigma

As of Feb. 5
Mad Dawgs
San Antonio Sperm
One-Legged Ducks
Half-Pints
The McGinty's
Sophomore Jinx
Deacons

Men's Independent II
As of Feb. 5
Bread Runners
Playa's
Racers
SC3
Me Phi Me
Honors Program
Alpha Sigma Phi • B

As low as: $10,000 lor $95 a month.
$25.000 lor $239 • rnonltl, $40,000 for
$382 a month. Axed ra1e1
80().669.8957.

As of Feb. 5
Regents
Franklin (Green)
Richmond
Hester
Clark
Hart-A
White
Elizabeth I

LUMP SUM CASH NOW! - We buy your
Insurance settlement, annuity, mortgage
no4es, or lottery wlmings payments f01
cash! Quick closings. fl00.338.5815. ext.
100.
CASH TOOAY • We purcnaae structure
senlements, annu1t1es, lottery W1nmngs,
pensions and rnortOlQM. C8ll Montdalr

Finlncial I!Cl0-422·13f7.
HOMEOWNERS LOANSI • 'tlooow up
to 25% more than your home is worth!"
Pay bilsl Do home lmprovemeotsl Apply
by phone. Samboy Flnancfal: 800-692·
3438. No appllcation lee.
WOLFF TANNING BEDS · Tan at home.
Buy direct and save\ Commerc~al or
home units from St99.00. Low monthly
payments. Free color calalog Call today
800·842·1310.
WOLFFISUNMASTER • Commen;ial ()(
Home systems. Our sunbeds are larger,
tan better, cost less. America's largest
independent manulactuter. Easy pay·
ments. free deiiV8ry. Free color catalOg.
800·KEEP·A·TAN.
NEW 1997 CHEVROLET AND DODGE
4x4'a · Over 30 In atock. Regulars, crew
cabe, dooleys, diesel and gas. Alex Mont·
gomery Inc . CempbeOsville. KY aoo.
264-4326.
20120 WITHOUT GLASSES! • Safe,
rap4d, non-surgical, pemlM8r1l reslora·
llon 6-8 weeks. Airline pilot developed.
Doclor appi'O\Ied. Free lnlonnatlon b'f
mall; 80().422·7320, ext.2t3,
406·961·5570, Fax 406·961·5577.
http://www.visloofreeclom.com Satisfac·
lion guaranteed
DIABE11CS! (USING INSULIN) • Old you
know Medcate ()( lneuranoe covers most
supplies? Save money - can 800-833·
2001. Uberty Medical. Satlslaction guar·
anteed. No HMO members. Mention
261910.

II

l'

I p

\\ a n l c d

HAROLD JVES TRUCKING HIRING
DRIVERS • Training available. Students

80().842.()853.

PrestigiOus coed sleepaway camp In
nor1heasl PA seeks oounMiorl and ape.
oafiS1S In al team & ~ &porta,
horseback riding, tennis, gymnastics, the·
atre, dance, muslc, magic, clroua, water·
front, pioneering. science. & arts & crafts
Great salanes and perils. On-campus
lnleiViews on 211 o. call Island Lake at
800-869-6083.
$1000'• PIMdH Typlng.Part Tlm1. AI

Horne. Toll Free 1-800-2f&eOOO Ext. T·

7508 lor Llallngs.

$1000'1 Poeelble Reeding Bookl. Part
riiTII. AI Home. Toll Free 1-800-2169000 Ext. A·7508 fOi" Listings
Camp Counselors Wanted • Trtmdown
frlroe$S. coed camp located Ill the Calildl
Mountains ol NV. All sports, water4khng,
canoeing , ropes, lifeguards, crafts,
dance. aerobics, nutrition, kitchen, olllce,
120 position&. can Camp Shane (800)
292·2267.
DRIVERS: • Start ar 27-32c per mie.
Aalees to 36e a mile. Home every 9-12
days with assigled tractor. Medcal, den·
tal, retuement. $1.000 tatp and qual1efly
safety bonus. Homady fl\lck Une eoo648-0064, ext. SW·2
AVON • Money! Money! Money! - Homebased business. SeM best proclJcts. Easy
melhods start you earning qulcldy. 4-a
hou1111weekly. Independent Sales Aepre·
sentatlve. 800-831·1793.
0~ DRIVERS NEEDED • $35-$45.000
par year. Inexperienced • A good wort(
and driving I8COid Is required. Gel your
COl. In 20 days for $399.00 doWn. 100'llo
placement. 800-54ChiOBS.
DRIVERS PHOENIX TAANSPOATA·
TION SERVICES · Due to new busmese ,
now hlnng 25 add1Uona1 drlvelsl Operate
out ol Georgetown, KY. Weekly dedical·
ed routes everag~ng 4,000 niles, Horne
durjng the week and every weekend, spill
up lo 35t per mile. 1996 oonvenbonal
traclors, qual1er1y luel bonus, yearly safe.
ty bonus. two weeks paid vacatoo, peld
~Y holidays. health insurance, life
losurance, 401 K AeqUres positive attl·
tude. Clean MVA, abihty to pass DOT
physlcal and drtJQ acraen. Class A COL
with HazMal required. 502-863-0108.

JACK
STARRING: ROBIN WILLIAMS .

wftb MSU LD.

2-0
2-0
1-1
1-1
0·1
0-1
0·2

Men's Residential
College I

welcome. Expenerooe pays Up 10 28C per
mile. Excellent benellls inclu<ing compe·
ny pald insurance:

<PG)

Malin- Sat!Uday A Sunday Only
'lVeeday A Wedneeday Nl1tbta
Ekudenta Pay Only t8

2-0
1-0
1-1
1-1
1-1
0-1
0-2

2-0
2-0
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
0-2
0-2

Eight signees highlight '97 Racer football
Eight new signees have been inked by the Racer football
department.
Here are the signees and some information about each
of them.
•Keith Dockery (DB. 5-10, 180, Hernand0y Miss.)
Runs the 40-yard dash in ~.6 seconds...Piayed option
quarterback and defensive back...possesses quickness and
is a g<>od cover man.
•Brian H ensley (DT, 6-2, 275, Cincinnati, Ohio)
Extremely strong player...To ugh competitor with solid
fundamental skills.••P~p standout at Anderson High School
in Cindnnati.
•Josh Mckeel (TE. 6-3, 210, M urray)
An all-state football selection ••.Possesses great
hands...Three sport athlete for the Lakers ...An honor student and class president.
•Mark Potter (LB. 6-2. l iS, C larksville, Tenn.)
. All-A r ea football player at N orthwest...Runs a 4.6...Aiso a
basketball standout averaging 20 ppg ( 1,400 career points).
•Marko Robinson (FB, 6- 1, 245, Hernando, Miss.)
Rushed for 850 yar ds during senior season ...&ctremely
strong. aggressive blocker..•Stat e champion powerlifter.
•Chris Smith (C, 6-0, 240, Mayfield)
Tough-nosed, hard working competitor... Helped lead
Mayfield to a state title in 1995 and a semlflnal finish last
season.
•Rod Thompson (CB. 5-9, 170. Memphis, Tenn.)
Played wide r eceiver and kick returner for Austin Peay as
a true freshman...Exceptio naJiy quick athlete from Kirby
H igh SChool in Memphis•..A w ideout and defensive back as
a prep player.
•Mike Valenti (TEIDE. 6-5. 220. Farmersville, Texas)
An all-state performer at Farmersville HS...Solid blocker.
with excellent strength and quickness...Good pass catcher.

Classifieds

CASH FOR HOME O'NNERS • Credit
problems Ullderstood. No appficatlon lee.

"Star Wars"

CR)

1-1
0-0
0-1
0-2

Men's Independent I

~
~

"Scream"

17

DRIVERS • Covenlnt trainers eam over
$70,000. Co¥enant teams earn over
$100,000 and run 225,000 mtles a year.
MaM money end get the most mllea call
today. Experienced drivers and
owner/operetOi" teams 800·441·4394.
Graduala students 800-338-8428.
MECHANIC· Experienced on heaVy construction equipment and tnJoks. Must
have own IOOis. Apply at: 1272 Old Fem
Valltlly Road. Louisvlle, KY 410219. Equal
Opportunity Employer.
DRIVERS, EXP , (),() • Reoent school
grP. Builders Tran81Xlrt Is now hiring 111

yout 111'88 lot our 111111, llalbed & dadcaled
..... Clll klday. 80().782-1819.

DRIVERS • ~ a 1UCC8A with Arctic
Exp-. aeeldng company/regional dri-

vers al8o laue pura-- opporU1Ities
with noS down, call

EOE.

oow 800-927.()431

DRIVER • The company that offers
everything now has new pay, Boyd Bros'.
new pay package allows experienced dri·
vera to S1lt1 at up 1o 35 cants per mile,
offers sign on bonus and up to $700 ori·
entation pay. GradS receive an above the
industry average package! Great benefits. Aft convenbonals. Call: 800-5438923 Ext. 151. EOE.
WESTWAY EXPRESS, INC. · Now tlr·
ing. Experienced OTA Drivers (minimum
10 monthe experience) up 10 30e CPM
starting base pay D.O E., plus bonuses
Also leasing owner/operatOi"s. Percent·
age 0t mileage oonttact. Zero down lease
or purcnase available. Call oow.
Dal 800·321·9734.
ADVEAITSING CAREER OPPOATUN1·
TY · Landmark Community Newspapers,
Inc. is looking lOt a regional advertising
profeSSIONII to jotn their progreSSive
team to serve the Louisville automotive
martlet. Must have experien~ selling to
the automotive industry. ~lion
plan: Salary+ comrrJssion plus benefits
Send resume and relerenoes to: Steve,
P.O. Box 549, Shelbyville, Kentuclcy
40066. Equal Opportunity Employer,
DRIVERS, OVER THE ROAD • 35
statea. flats with sides, late model oon·
ventlonals. 3 years experience. Slar130e
• 33e per mile plus benefits, based on
experience. Cal80().444-6648.
DRIVERS, OTA • FOi" mainly Midwest,
Southeast, South. No New York C<ty.
Horne often, no unloading, paid weekly

ali miles. New equipment, 2 years OTR.
800-896-8118 Omaha, NE.
ARE YOU EARNING $5,000·$2,000
PEA MONTH? • We need trainable,
accountable people to send out tapes
from tntemet leads in your area. can
Cindy 800-(189-7252.
SERVICE, SAlES REP • Auto Aftermar·
ket. Locattel'l'itory. Must like wor11lng with
your hands. $401< baS&+ bonus + benefits. EOE. 800-342-2241.
BECOME A MEDICAL TAANSCAIP·
TlONIST - Opportunfty 10 wort( at home
or in ofloe typing for doctot8. Home study.
Free litetalure. P.C.O.I., Atlanta, Georg~&.
800-362·7070 Dept. YYB742.

Heartland 800-446-8697 (VOWS).
GET MARRIED • Smoky Mounl.ains.
Areas fll05t beautiful chapels, elegant
white or cedar ITIOUnlain lop chapel, gar·
den gazebo, Christian aervice&, ltmo
cabins, a!fordable, No tests.

800-893-7274.
A BEAUTIFUL CHRISTIAN MARRIAGE
• Gatlinburg's orig1nal wedding chapels
(since 1980). Ptlot~y. music, !low·
ers, limos, jaCUZZlsurte, fireplaces. Wed·
dings lor any budget. Rev. Ed Taylor 800·
346-2n9

MOBILE tlOME LOANS • 5% down, raft.
nanclng .. equl~. Free sellers pack·
age, land ()(
loans. GI8Wl Tree
Ananc~al, 800-895-1900. Nation's lead·
lng mobile home lender.

Tra\•cl
Spring BraaJI Bahamas Party Cru1sel 6
Days $279! lncJudea all meals, Parties &
Taxes! Great beaches & Nightlife!
Leaves from Ft. lauderdalelapringbreak·
travel.oom 1·800-878-6388
Cancun & Jemaica Spring Break Specialst 7 Ntghlll alr & hotel lorm $4291
Save $150 on lood, dMks & free parties•
111 'Yo lowest pnce guarantee! $pring·
breaktravel.com 1·800-678-6386
Aonda Spring Bfeak! Panama Ctty!
Room With krtchen near bars $1t91 Day·
tona· best locadon $1391 Florida's new
hotspOt· Cocoa Beacn Huton $169'
springbreaktravel.com 1-8()(H)7&&86

Best Hotels & Lowest Prices lor Spnng·
Break Beach d~. Florida, Can·
C\Jn, Jamaica. etc. call now for rooms or
sign·up as Inter-Campus Aepr. 800-327·
6013 http://Www.ie:ptoom
BROADEN YOUR WORLD • With Scan·
dinavlan. Europeen, South American,
Asial'l, Russian High School EJ(ctlange
students arriving August Become a host
lamily/AISE.
call8oo-51BUNG .
A BEAUTIFUL CANDLEliGHT OJ.O.
FASHIONED WEDDING - Srnotly Mountains near Gadinburg, overlOOking nver.
hots&-drawn carnage, cabins. jacuzzi,
Oldatned ministers. No tes1s ()( waillng.

Applications Now
Available

~for Fall1997 and Spring 1998
National Student
*
Exchange ·
~
Program

§

*

~
~

*

-

For more information:
Contact Ross Meloan
in the Career Services Office,
210 Ordway Hall.
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the nation are affected by black
history because it is a part of
"Before the
Continued from Page 1
American history which should
invention of
History Month. Since then, be celebrated by everyone."
Black History
Rowland added that she
U.S. presidents and public figbelieves
learning
about
black
ures have encouraged all
Month, black
I
•
•
Americans to celebrate Black history should be part of every
contributions
college
student's
education.
History Month.
were not known
"Students need to remember
Renee Rowland, director of
Mrican American Student the reason they are at college is
at all"
Services at Murray State to get an education, and to be
-RENEE RoWLAND,
University, agrees that Black properly educated is to have
AFRICAN AMERICAN
History Month should be knowledge of all cultures and
SruoENT SERVICES
societies that surround us," she
observed by all Americans.
"Black History Month should said. "As an American you owe
not be directed at Mrican it to yourself to learn our coun- Anchorage, Alaska, takes great
Americans
exclusively," try's history."
pride in Black History Month.
Rowland said. "All members of
Renardo Levine, senior from
"It is good to have a month

which
acknowledges
the
achievements that black people
have had on society," he said.
Charles Menifield, associate
professor of political science,
said he believes Black History
Month helps honor the people
who fought for the rights from
which he now benefits.
"! see this month as a time for
M rican Americans to think
back in history to some of the
people who have left a variety
of legacies and to examine how
they have benefited from these
legacies," he said.
Though some people express
frustration over the fact that

Candidates cannot actively
begin campaigning until one
Cominued from Page 1
week prior to the elections.
During that week candidates
average.
Student classification is not a may display posters and signs
factor. The only exception is for throughout campus and talk to
applicants for the treasurer organizations such as fraterniposition. Those candidates ties, sororities and athletic
must have completed six hours teams to express their agendas
of accounting classes with a C and ideas.
A person can expect many
average or above.
The SGA will give a subsidy responsibilities and tasks if
to candidates which equals half elected to a SGA post. Jeff
Vaughn, SGA Elections Ways
of their campaign costs.

zations and events they can
involve themselves in.

HISTORY.

ELECTIONS

and Means chair, said SGA is
responsible for many on campus events.
"The SGA puts on and helps
with events such as Murray
Madness, which helps get
freshmen adjusted to college
life," he said. "We also take surveys of students to find out
what they are interested in and
concerned about."
SGA also takes responsibility
for introducing incoming freshmen to various campus organi-

black history is given priority
for only one month during the
year, Rowland said these peo·
ple should examine the history
of the celebration and how
much it has expanded over the
years.
"Before the invention of
Black History Month, black
contributions were not known
at all," she said. "I am not con·
cerned about the fact that there
is only one month for black history because it should be common knowledge that we should
celebrate everybody's history
throughout the year."
Many of the programs

vices such as Racer Patrol and
food services and make sugges·
tiona which could possibly
One of the priorities of SGA improve a student's experience
is to sponsor programs that at Murray State," Vaughn said.
help get students involved. An
example is the voter registraSo even though student govtion drive held during the fall ernment elections are about
semester.
two months away it is already
Members of SGA are also time for students and potential
responsible for monitoring the candidates alike to begin condifferent services offered on sidering who will lead Murray
campus.
State through the next academ·
ic
year.
"We compile reports on ser·

Ey

e Grass Is
Always
Greener
on the
Other Side
When You
Advertise In

flomers for All Occasions

"Order Earlg"
Bel Air Shopping Center
Thomas B. (Tom) Gaines
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DENNISON-HUNT
Men-Women-Children
Sale End• Wed., Feb. 14
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SPORTING
GOODS
"£1/ERYTHING FOR THAT SPOilT IN YOUI UfE"

planned for Black History
Month on campus are intended
to increase the student body's
knowledge and to correct the
misrepresentations that mediums such as television and
movies have given to African
·
Americans in the past.
"When r was growing up,
about the only African
Americans on television were
J .J. from 'Good Times' and
characters from 'Sanford and
Son,"' Rowland said. "It is nice
to see movies and television
shows that portray African
Americans in roles other than
comical ones."

ATTACKS
Continued from Page 1

Public Safety has increased
patrols in high visibility areas
and has made officers aware of
the situation on campus.
"We've
had
some
boyfriend/girlfriend things off
and on forever," Green said.
"But we haven't had anything
like this on campus for a good
while."

